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ECOl^OMIC COiViPfiTITIOK BET'.VEE13 THE BLACK AND
TOITE RACES 111 THE UlilTED STATES
SECTIOK I
INTRODUCTIOU
Up to the time of the emancipation of the Kegroes econo-
mic competition between the black and white races was practi-
cally negligible. Since emancipation the Kegro has lost the
monopoly of certain trades which he had in slavery times, and
competition is now taking place in regions in which it did not
then exist. The situation in the North is quite different from
1
that in the South. The comparatively few Negroes in the
skilled trades in the North would create no prodigious problem
were they to leave or be taken away suddenly; while the Negroes
constitute so large an element of the population in the South
that if they were removed this part of the country would be left
practically helpless for all kinds of labor. To quote the apt
expression of another writer, "The Negro is tolerated in the
North but needed in the South."
Various writers have described the condition of the Negro
in many different ways. One author proves his economic posi-
tion to be in danger, another is certain that he is lost and
can hold out only a few years at most; while another proves
that he is holding his own, and still another that he is supe-
rior to the white man. All are probably correct for some
localities and fo,r some classes; but the general conditions
1. Park, Robert E., in personal letter of December 14,
1916. Ovington, M. W. , Half A Man, pp. 77-78.

are somewhere between the two extremes. 'There equal chances
have been given, the actual investigations in both the North
and the South, |3rove that there is a demand for the efficient
workman who can really, "produce the goods," and race or color
is always a minor consideration.
Many Negroes were trained workn:en in all the industrial
arts in the days of slavery. Thiu was a natural result for
each plantation was a complete industrial unit in itself and
the Negroes did all the work. The carpenters, plasterers,
bricklayers, i^asons, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, laundresses,
1
cooks, bakers, etc. in the South were skilled slaves. Aftez'
emancipation these skilled artisans plied their trades as they
had done before; but the next generation had not the restraints
that had been imposed upon their parents, and did not become
skilled in any trade.
Adjustment to the new-found freedom was very difficult.
Since the whites 7;ere educated and did not work, it was sup-
posed to follow that the educated Negro would not have to work.
Many Negroes, and some of those who possessed considerable
skill, thot that to give their children an education would e-
quip them for life without work. These circumstances produced
as Booker T. Washington said: "the Negro who could read Greek
and Latin but who could not raise a garden or a crop of cotton,
or do any practical work to earn a livelihood." Many of the
books written about the time that this younger generation be-
gan to appear, and the older generation trained in the days of
1. i'age, T. N., The Negro: The Southerners' Problem, p.
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slavery began to die off, predicted a speedy extermination of
the IJegro who was losing in all the occupations unless possibly
in the worst Irinds of Dienial labor.
With a better adjustment to the industrial v;orld as it now
exists, the Kegro has begun to reacquire from the industrial
schools the former skill of the d^ys of slavery. He is also
entering the trades that have come into existence within the
1
last few years.
There are three distinct periods: (1] of the skilled ex-
slaves; (2) of the next generation of unskilled I^egroes, char-
acterized by lack of adjustment to the new conditions of free
life; and (3) of technical training or read juStm.ent . One can
almost determine the period of all literature on the economic
competition of the i«egro, by the opinions expressed.
A few additional facts to be borne in m.ind in considering
the black race in the United States are: (1) i^egro possessions
were practically neglibible at the time of emancipation; (2 J a
few whites have faithfully assisted the Kegroes, but the m.ajor-
ity of them have been indifferent or antagonistic; (3) a very
few I^egroes in almost every comiiiUnity have been eminently suc-
1. Brunner, Dr. 7. F., The Uegro Health Problem, in Cities,
in The Survey, v. 34, p. 67.
2. Kelsey, Carl, Annuals of the American Academ.y of Polit-
ical and Social Science, v. 21, p. 57.
3. Page, T. I!., The Kegro: The Southerners' Problem, rp.
58 and 79. Thomias, 'V. H.
,
The American Ivegro, p. 68.
4. A few free Kegroes had acquired considerable property
before emancipation. The IJegro Year Book mentions several of
themi
.

4oessful, a few more have gained economic independence, but the
great majority of them have remained in the class of ui>skilled,
incompetent laborers; and (4) the economic status of the l^iegro
at present is changing, and especially so since the present war
began.
V

5SECTION II
THE KEGRO 11^ AGRICULTURE
Since the IJegro famer is found very little in the northern
states, the competition between the two races in the agricul-
tural field is practically limited to the South,''' and niore par-
ticularly to the cotton belt.
The better class of liegro farHiers have not only been suc-
cessful individually, but they have shown a capacity for organi-
zations for self advancement and also for working in cooperation
with corresponding associations of white fariiiers. This fact is
evident from tlje action of the great cotton and tobacco asso-
ciations of the South, which aim to direct the marketing of
these products from the farm. They have found it not only Tvise
but also necessary to enlist the cooperation of the Liegro farm-
ers. At one of the annual rallies of the tobacco growers at
Guthrie, Kentucky, many ITegro planters were marching in the pa-
rade side by side with the whites. The farmers' conferences
held at Hampton, Tuskegee, Calhoun, and at many other similar
schools, illustrate in other ways the possibilities of advance-
3
ment that grow out of landownership by the Negroes.
The ffiost important occupations for Kegroes are those of
agricultural laborers, overseers, tenant farmers and farm, ov/n-
ers. These occupations include two thirds of all the IJegro
1. Some of the most notable successes in agriculture on the
part of Eegroes have been in the Korth. But statistics show
that Kegro farmei*s of the Horth constitute less than one per
cent of the agricultural population of the Northern States.
2. Baker, R. S.
,
Following the Color Line, p. 93.
3. Ibid.

6bread-winners. Souxe light is thrown upon the matter of cor/.-
petition in these occupations hy Professor Tillcox's statei^ent
that the Southern Kegroes so occupied increased between 189C and
19C0 by thirty and four-tenths per cent, and the Southern
whites in the same occupations increased in the same period
forty-three and five-tenths per cent. As a result, while in
189C the Negroes constituted forty-four and four-tenths per cent
of the population in these classes, in 19CC they constituted
forty-two per cent."*" 7/hile such figures seem to indicate that
the white agriculturalist is gaining numerically on the Kegro,
they furnish no warrant for assuming that the Ilegro's position
is necessarily threatened by the circumstances. A falling of
this extent might be accounted for on other grounds than differ-
ence in the comparative efficiency of the two classes. Com-
petitive efficiency is the ultimiately decisive criterion by
which to measure the probable outcome of competition.
The necessity of some form of white supervision of ilegro
farm labor on the large plantations is quite universally recog-
nized thruout the South. Many thousands of these Negro labor-
ers who depend on white merchants or planters for advances of
cash or supplies or both appear in the census enumieration as
farmers v/hen they really wor'k under the constant and immediate
supervision of plantation owners or managers. Thousands of
1. The census reports give a loss of one and one-tenth per
cent from 1690 to l':CC, and a gain of two and five-tenths per
cent from 19CC to 191C, of liegroes engaged in agricultural pur-
suits.
2. Stone, A.'h., Studies in the American Race Problem, p.
176 ff.

7others similarly enumerated are under the general or occasional
supervision of a "riding boss'' or some other form of crop in-
spector. A number of years of observation, and a correspond-
ence covering the entire cotton belt indicate that such super-
vision is steadily becoming m.ore generally recognized as a nec-
1
essary incident to the business of operating v.ith Kegro labor.
Both the landlords and advancers have found it necessary in or-
der to protect their interests to spend a large part of the tim.e
personally or thru agents called "riders" going about the plan-
tation to see fbat the crops are cultivated. The Kegro knovfs
2how to raise cotton, but he may forget to plough, to chop, or
to do some other such ordinary routine unless he is rem.inded of
the necessity.^
President Hardy, of the ivlississippi Agricultural and Me-
chanical College has contributed toward some definite conclus-
ions in the matter of efficiency in a study of conditions in
several Mississippi counties. These counties are given as
typical and not selected as special or unusual cases. Lowndes
County has a population of seventy-five per cent l^egroes and
twenty-five per cent whites, is valued at nine {^9.83) dollars
and eighty-three cents per acre, and requires three and fifteen-
hundredths acres to produce one bale of cotton; while Jones
County has the proportion of blacks and whites reversed, is
valued at two (",2.85) dollars and eighty-five cents per acre and
requires only one and ninety-eight hundredths acres to produce
1. Stone, A. H. , Studies in the American Race Problem, p.
178 ff. cut out the excess cotton plants.
2, .^elsey, Carl, The Megro Farmer, p. 3C
.

8one bale of cotton. Moxubee County contains eighty-four per
cent blacks, sixteen per cent whites, is valued at seven {'^7.12.)
dollars and twel-"? cents per acre and requires three and one-
half acres to produce one bale of cotton; but Union County con-
tains twenty-five per cent Legroes and seventy-five per cent
whites, is valued at four ($4.61) dollars and eighty-one cents
per acre and requires only tv</o am fifty-six hundredths acres to
raise one bale of cotton. Hinds County is contrasted with
Perry County, the former having a population of seventy-five
per cent blacks and twenty-five per cent whites, requires two
and a half acres to produce one bale of cotton, an- the latter
having a population consisting of thirty-three per cent Negroes
and sixty-seven per cent whites, requires only one and ninety-
six hundredths acres tc produce one bale of cotton, with Land
valued at one third of that in Hinds County. Several other
counties gave sirrilar results in the same comparison made about
1906."^
The reasons for the above results can be readily seen from
the Negroes' method of farming. It is a direct economic waste
and this crude and wasteful method tends to make the methods of
the white farmer less excellent and less scientific.^ The im-
providence of the Negro is notorious. His neglect of his
horse, his mule, and his machinery, his eagerness to spend his
1. Stone, A. H. , Studies in the American Race Problem, pp.
178-179.
2. Allen, C. E. , Greater Agricultural Efficiency for the
Black Belt of Alabama, in The Annals of the American Academiy of
Political and Social Science, v. 61, pp. 196-197.

9earnings on finery, and his reckless purchase of watermelons,
chickens and garden stuff when he i^ight easily grow therr on his
own patch of ground, --these and many other incidents of improv-
idence explain the constant dependence of the IJegro upon his em-
ployer and his creditor."^ If the Negroes have any garden at
all it is likely to he choked vyith weeds. Altho the climate
and soil are advantageous, and often city markets are available,
few of the colored farmers reap any benefit from this one of the
2
most profitable of all industries.
W. 0. 7/ilson, of Tilmot
,
Mississippi, who was reared on a
cotton plantation and knows the liegroes from personal contact
since infancy, tells of the situation in his district. He
says that they are largely dependent and only a few plan ahead
to keep out of debt or' to provide the necessaries of life.
They are just li!^e overgrown children and must be looked after
several times each day to keep them working. Thus f^ir they
have made so little progress in efficiency that, in the opinion
of this observer efforts to help them to better ways are useless
They show no initiative to urge them to a better life. They
are provided by the plantation owner with comfortable quarters,
school and church privileges, and that satisfies them. They
seldom have gardens to provide themselves wit.i vegetables, but
they draw all food and other supplies from the plantation store
1. Commions, J. R. , Races and Immigrants in America, p. 49.
2. Stone, A. H., Studies in the American Race Problem, p.
195, quoted from Tuskegee Catalog.
3. Report frbm a personal interview.
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on advanced credit for their crop. However, a fev; Negroes in
this region have acquired land and one colored man near Vilmot
owns a large plantation and employs colored laborers as do the
white plantation owners. He does not abuse his rights and is
highly respected in the comiLunity.
As a cotton grower the Legro's greatest fault is not his
improvidence or shiftlessness , altho they, unles'-- relieved, will
cause hiir. to lose to the foreigner. The planter's greatest
trouble is the Legro's unreliability--the fact that he cannot be
depended upon to be governed by considerations of self interest.
He changes his habitation on the most trifling suggestion and
1
frequently for no reason at all.
Somewhat n.ore encouraging reports are made by observers in
other localities. If the economic productiveness of nine
millions of blacks in the South is destroyed, all of the whites
will have to suffer the consequences, whether they bt oity peo-
ple, large plantation owners, or small truck farmers. If the
Uegro does not develop into an efficient farmer, the whole
South will be economiically poorer for all time to come. The
South is seeing this as never before and f 3rm demonstrations are
2
securing the cooperation of both races in many localities.
The Tidewater counties of Virginia have developed remark-
ably in the last few years by the most friendly relations be-
tween the two races. Altho the Wegro probably has not been ac-
corded all his rights, yet the encouragement to accumiUlate pro-
1. Stone, A.^H., Studies in the American Race Problem, p.
192. The above gloomiy accounts refer more especially to the
period of readjustment and to the llegroes on the large planta-
t ions
.
2. liext page.
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perty and to become substantial citizens from the better element
of white people, has meant more to the Uegro than it is possible
to estimate.
One example of cooperation is the Degro Historical and In-
dustrial Exposition which was held in Hichmond, Virginia from
July 5 to 27 inclusive and wgs altogether preemiinent in several
features. It proved that cordial relations and couplet e under-
standing existed betv\een> the two races in part of the South.
It manifested the natural ability of the ilegro to achieve things
worth while when living and working under the proper environ-
ment. Both races cooperated in financial backing but the
Negroes alone m.anaged and entered all exhibits. The exhibits
were comiplete in every way and represented farm products, in-
dustrial progress, trades, art, literature, schools, churches,
and many other Kegro achievements and organizations.
The JSegro farmers' cooperative demonstration work was be-
gun in 19C7. The plan is to have a number of farmers in select
ed communities cultivate a small portion of their land under the
direction of and with seed provided or selected by the Depart-
1. Walker, T. C, Developmient of the Tidewater Counties of
Virginia, in The Annals of the American Academy of iolitical and
Social Science, v. 49, p. 31.
2. The detailed report of the Exposition is given by
Plummer F. Jones in The American Keviev? of Keviews, v. 52, pp.
165-188. The ij'armiers ' Improvement Society of Texas holds liegro
farm institutes and fairs. See Carl Kelsey , The IJegro Farmer,
p. 75. Carnegie, Andrew, The i>legro in America, pp. 30-32.
2. From other page ( IC] . leatherford, V. D., Race Segre-
gation in the Kural South, in The Survey, v. 33, p. 37 7.
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merit of Agriculture. Other farmers in the comnunity are invit-
ed to see how the deiLonstration is carried on and are induced to
follow the same plan in their own farming. In 1913 the omith
Lever Agricultural Jixtension Law was passed and since that time
work has "been done under state control by a fund from the na-
tional treasury. in addition to the demo.nstrat ion '^Nor'k. for
adults, the i^egrces conduct field and movable schools and corn
and canning cluLs for the boys; ana girls.
^
Many o: the Eegroes who were horn slaves labored an strug-
gled heroically and saved sufficient to purchase farms of their
own. IJow many scientific farm demonstrations are enthusiasti-
Z
cally entered into by the iJegroes.
Often the competition between the races on Southern farms
could more appropriately be called cooperation. In many in-
stances whites have given substantial assistance to the l^egroes
The agricultural demonstr ition agents are helping the Ilegro
farmers for there exists mutual interest, sympathy and helpful-
ness, and the Eegro farmers are aL'ong the n.ost willing and ca-
pable colaborers.
In St .Helena Island, one of the best cotton regions, nearly
4
every IJegro owns his land, usually ten to tv;enty-five acres.
The Federal Census Bureau gives us some light on the IJegro
farm.ers' economic status. In 19C0 the Kegroes in the South op-
1. Kegro Year Book 1915-17, p. 3C9.
2. 7/eatherford , '.7. D., Present Forces in IJegro Irogress, pp
107 ff.
3. Tarwick, A. M. , The IJew Voice in Race Adjustments, pp.
169 ff.
4. ^eatherford, .V. D., Present Forces in IJegro Progress, p.
107.
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erated seven huiidred forty-six thousand seven hundred fifteen
farms of thirty-el rrht million six hundred twelve thousand, forty-
six acres valued at more than three hundred eighty million
dollars. In 1910 they operated eight hundred ninety-three
thousand three hundred eighty-four farms of forty-two million
six hundred nine thousand one hundred seventeen acres valued at
liiore than nine hundred- million dollars, or an increase of nine-
teen and six tenths per cent in the number of farms operated,
ten and five tenths per cei/t in the number of acres and one hun-
-
dred thirty-six and eight tenths per cent in value. This re-
cord is tetter than the record of the whites. Their rate of
increase in agriculture is also greater than their rate of in-
crease in population."'"
A special committee of Ilegroes has been appointed by the
(Governor of South Carolina to assist the Kegro farmers to pro-
duce the greatest possible amount of agricultural products for
the war.
1. Thirteenth Census Report, v. 4, p. 30, and llegro Year
Book 1916-17, pp. 305-315.
2. Since the above was written The Chicago Daily Tribune of
May 12, 1917, states that Dr. H. B. Prizzell, President of Hamp-:
ton Institute has announced that more than one hundred thousand
Kegro farmers have organized for intensive agriculture and the
intensive farming movement that was put under way I^lay 10 in a
meeting of the Board of Greater Hampton in Hotel LaSalle wants
seventy-five thousand Negroes and hundreds of them are flocking
to volunteer for all branches of agricultural service.
3. The Survey, v. 36, p. 96.
0^
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The following are only a few examples from among the very
successful Negro farmiers:
Deal Jackson of Alhany, Georgia was the miost noted Uegro
farm.er in the State. For over ten years he had the distinction
of marketing the first hale of cotton for the season, winning by
this fact the title of the "first hale man." Ee owned and work
ed two thousand acres of land. He had forty tenant families on
his plantation.
Junius Gr, Groves, "The Potato King," was horn a slave in
Green County, Kentucky, 1859. In 1879 during the Kansas exodus
he emigrated to that State and hired out at Edwardsville as a
farm laborer at forty cents per day. The next year he rented
nine acres of land and planted three acres each in white pota-
toes, '^n sweet potatoes, and in watermelons. He cleared one
hundl-ed twenty-five dollars. The next year he rented twenty
acres, and the next year sixty-six acres. In 1864, after all
debts had been paid, .,r. Groves had to his credit in the local
banl?:, as the result of three years' labor, two thousand two hun-
dred dollars. He now bought eight acres of land. His pros-
perity continued until he owned five hundred acres of the fin-
est land in the State, worth from one hundro- twenty-fiv: to tuo
hundred fifty dollars an acre. kr. Groves got the title of
"Potato King," because he raises and ships potatoes on a large
scale. In one year upon his own farm he produced over one hun-
dred thousand bushels of white potatoes. In addition to this
he bought fromi other growers and shipped away tv/enty-two cars

15
of potatoes. He has accuimlated about eight thousand dollars.
Alfred Smith is called the i>egro "Cotton King" of Okla-
homa. He was born a slave in Georgia, and emigrated to Kansas
immediately after the war. Eventually he moved to Oklahoma.
He is known all over that State for his success in raising cot-
ton. He has several times taken the first prize for cotton
raised in Oklahoma. His cotton received a prize in Liverpool,
England. In 19CC at the World's ?air Exposition in Paris, it
gained the first prize.
1. Ilegro Year Book 1916-17, ip. 32C ff.
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SECTION III
THE ITALIAII AS A UOi^IPETITOR ilJ AGRICULTURE VITH THE liEGRO
More than a quarter of a century ago i?rederick Uouglass
took the Kansas exodus of southern Uegroes for the text of an
address on the dependence of the south Uf.on the llegro. He
boastfully declared that for the Legro as a southern laborer
there w^s no competitor or substitute. According to him the
thot of filling his place by any other variety of the human
family is delusive and entirely impract ic=i ble . neither China-
man, German, Ivorwegian, nor Swede would be able to drive him
from the sugar and cotton fields of Louisana and i,iississippi
.
They would certainly perish in the black bottoms of those
states, if they could be induced, v;hieh they cannot, to try the
experiment. "Hence, ' said .»ir. Douglass, 'it is readily seen
that the dependence of the planters and landowners of the south
upon the i^egro, however galling and humiliatir;g to southern
pride and power, is nearly con.rlete and perfect. He stands,
to-day, the adm.itted author of whatever prosperity, beauty and
civilization are possessed by the south, and the admitted ar-
biter of her destiny.
It is somewhat curious that in enun.erat ing the various
peoples who could not compete with the IJep-ro in the Soutn,
Frederick Douglass should have overlooked the Italian.^
1. Stone, A. H., Studies in the American Kace Problem, pp.
172 ff.
2. ibid.
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In marked contrast to his staten.ent is the fact that the
Italians have rapidly been corrjing into the sugar cane districts
of Louisana. The Industrial Comrriission states in a recent re-
port that the Italians in Mississippi and Louisana are rapidly
dislodging the Negroes from the sugar cane plantations. There
were five parishes'^ of Louisana which had more than twenty thou-
sand acres each, and fifty-four per cent ©f the total sugar
cane area of the state in 1899. This area in 169C held nine
hundred sixty or twelve per cent of the Italian population of
the state. In 19GC these parishes contained five thousand
seven Italians or twenty-nine per cent of the total number of
that nationality in the state. In each parish, also, the per
cent of Eegroes in the total population decreased, and in four
of the five, decreased more rapidly than the average for the
whole state.
^
Before Mr. Stone began the s])ecial study of the Italian
factor in llegro competition he was attracted by John Stuart
Mill's reference to the achievements of the Italian metayer.
Mr. Stone then wrote an article in which he indulged in a little
prophecy to the effect that within fifteen or twenty years the
ability of the white man to n.ore than successfully compete with
the Negro in his own strongest field vi/ould be demonstrated thru
the meaiuiii of the peasant farmers of Italy. Many of Llr.
Stone's friends and miany newspapers in both the North and the
1. The parishes in question are St.iviary, Lafourche,
Assumption, St. James and Terrebonne.
2. Stone, A.-H., Studies in the American Race Troblem, pp.
173 ff.
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South ridiculed the "impossible theorizing," for Doug^lass' idea
was the prevailing one. In fact, the entire South for one hun-
dred years has clung tenaciously and stubbornly to the coxivict-
ion, never reasonably or well founded, that IJegro labor was es-
sential to the cultivation of her soil. But no great wisdom
was necessary to such a forecast as was made by Mr. Stone.
The inevitable outcome was clear to one farr.iliar with the 1,'egro
farmer and acquainted with what the Italian agriculturalist had
accomplished at home on r/uch less fertile soil and under a simi-
larly trying climate. IJo great credit may be claimed for sim-
ply pointing out the probable result of contest between thrift
and improvidence, betvreen steady continuous intelligent labor
and the mere brute strength of the liegro's "naked iron armi,"
spasmodically and shiftlessly applied. Do not ui.derstand that
any sudden revolution in Southern agricultural and industrial
conditions is about to occur. Thousands, and perhaps hundreds
of thousand of Southern v/hite men prefer the Kegro, under any
and all circumistanoee to any class of white laborers because
they know how to nanage the Eegro well and get a reasonable
amount of work out of himi, while the Italian saves money and in
a few years begins to buy land and even dispossesses the white
1
owners
.
1. Kelsey, Carl, The Negro Farmer, p. 69. Stone, A. H.,
Studies in the American Race Problem, p. 169 ff. Clarke, J. B.,
The IJegro and the Immigrant in the Two Am^ericas, in Annals of
the American Acaden.y of Political and Social Science, v. 49, p.
35.
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However there is a problem for the IJegro and it is a larger
one than a mere preference of his employer. The question is
whether in the years to come he is to acquire his share of the
soil; whether he or the white man is to bring and hold under the
subjection of the plow the million of now undeveloped acres of
the South; whether in the progress of what seems destined to be
one of the greatest economic developments that America or the
world has ever seen, he is to play the part of an active force-
cul, dominant, contributing factor, or is to be a mere hewer of
wood and drawer of water, content with felling the trees and
clearing the land for others to reap the reward in abundant
crops. This will be the significant movem.ent of the years,
the very opening of a strug£:le between white and black in which
there will be no element of sentiment, where sympathy -will have
no place, where the Kegro will be called upon to prove his right
to live or accept the consequences of failure—where ''success''
will be the one and only test. The contest will not be in the
slums and alleys of the city. It will be fought out in the
open field, under the sun and upon the soil--where the world
may look on."^
The above remarks were elicited especially by reports upon
the Italian competition with the Negro in the sugar cane indus-
try but considerable investigations have also been made regard-
ing the efficiency and general economic conditions of one of the
1. Stone, A. H., Studies in the American Race Proble,. pp.
174 ff.
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largest groups of cotton growing Italians in the Southern
States. :*lr. Stone says that this probably is the most im-
portant experiment of its kind in the South, not only for the
reason that it is the largest, but also the oldest, and further
because it has been the subject of a great deal of discussion.
It has repeatedly been pronounced a failure by men who could
have had no first hand information concerning it. The group
under discussion is the colony at Sunny Side, Chicot County,
Arkansas, across the Llississir pi River from Greenville, Liiss-
issippi, and between Memphis and Vicksburg.
In the beginning the experiment was launched by Austin
Corbin of IJew York, who planned to sell a large section of cot-
ton land in Arkansas to the Italians. The Italians were not
solely farmers, but represented a number of heterogeneous oc-
cupations.
If one should attempt to raise a cotton crop in liisslss-
ippi with a lot of Kegro oyster shuckers gathered along the
coast of Maryland and Virginia, failure v/ould be stamped upon
the expeiiment immediately. But Italian fruit venders, cob-
blers and organ grinders are no more farm.ers than are Kegro
oyster shuckers. There may have been Incidental faults of man-
agement also but they were comparatively insignificant and bore
no special relation to the success or failure of the experi-
ment. Mr. Corbin dies ana his experiment ended in failure.
One more prop had been placed behind the wall of American super-
stition of the eternal and necessary conjunction of a l^egro and
a mule for the production of a bale of cotton.
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a
Many of the Italian families left and^nuraber of them set-
tled about seventy miles from Fort Smith, Arkansas, and founded
what is now the flourishing and growing colony of Tontitown,
A few Italian families remained at Sunny Side and in 1698 the
actual management of the property passed into the control of ex-
perienced resident cotton planters through business arrangements
negotiated between the Sunny Side Coinpany and the 0. B. Crit-
tenden and Company Cotton Factory of Greenville, mississippi
-
The investment was a business proposition, pure and sim-
ple, and the company was composed solely of business men. They
knew nothing of the Italian and cared noting from any senti-
mental or altruistic viewpoint. They were not engaged in an
attempt either to solve the problem of the distribution of our
foreign iiijuigrat ion, or to relieve the congestion of the New
Yorkt enenment districts. On the other hand, they did knovi/ a
great deal about the plantation llegro, although they were engag-
ed in no philanthropic experiment to change his condition.
Thej simply took Italians and Negroes as they found theiji with-
out favor or prejudice on either side--e^.cept some misgivings as
1
to the remnant of .-Ir. Corbin's ill-fated Italian experiment.
It must also be rem.embered that the Negro was cultivating a
crop with which his race had been famiiliar for generations,
while the Italian had never seen a stalk of cotton before he
came to America a few years previous to this ti'/.e. Until they
1. Stone, A. H. , Studies in the American Race Problem, pr.
179 ff.
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were shown the difference, they did not "know how to distinguish
between the plants that were to be saved and the weeds that were
to he cut out in the process of cultivation. Altho the dif-
ference het'.veen the two races in the r.oint of efficiency is no
longer a matter of controvers;/ in regions where both races are
known, the nost vital difference is to be found In the story
which each has to tell from season to season and from year to
year.
To state it bluntly and coldly, it .is the story of Kegro
conditions as old as his freedom: too much time spent out of
his crop and away from his work; too much waiting for the
weather to improve; too much putting off his work to a more con
venient season; too constant and successful beseiging of those
in authority for money, accomodations and supplies; too little
reckoning against the future day of settlemacnt; too miuch, "lean^
ing on the Lord," and too little on himself, in things not
spiritual; and too m.uch living for today and not enough for to-
miOrrow.
The following summarizes the results of this experience as
given by wlr. Stone. 'Yith the Italian there seems to be a pre-
dominant determination to have m.ore at the end of the year than
he had at the beginning, and to make that amouiit larger each
succeeding year than it was the previous one, regardless of
weather or price; to wrest from every square f ot of soil he
rents, all that nature can be forced to yield; to get a vis-
ible, tangible return for every dim.e he spends; to live on less
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than he makes whether that be n.uch or little; to hire nothing
done that he can do himself; to keep the future ever in mind; t<
1
provide for a r.iiny day, and to lay by a store against age.
The following records are typical of the results of the
Sunny Side plantation.
The records of the year 1696 give only the numher of squads
of workers, the number of persons in those squads and the num-
ber of acres of cottoi cultivated. They are?
Table I Year of 1898
Number of squads Number of persons Acres of cotton
Negro
Italian
203
28
Table II
600
200
Year of 19C6
260C
12C0
IJegro
Italian
Negro
Italian
38
107
Table III
1.57
52
Italian advantage
175
500
900
3000
Annual average for six years
433
269
5.1 each
6.2
1.1 or
21.5 per
cent
Total acres Pounds of lint Cash value Cash value of
per person per person crop per acre
Negro
Italian
Italian
advantage
233
403
170 or
72.9 per
cent
1174 $128.47
2584 27 7.30
1410 or 148.89 or
120.1 per 115.8 per
cent ceiit
$26.36
44.77
18.41 or
69.6 per
cent
1. Stone, A. H., Studies in the American Race Probleqi, pp.
183 ff.
2. iiir. Stone gives no tables, but the following tables are
compiled from data given in his description.
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Table IV. A cou^parison of two separate squads for one year.
|
Number of Acres culti- Value of crop Expenses for sup-
persons vated plies and labor per A
Hegro 3 adults 19 $506.80 ;^ill.98
Italian Z adults 20 804.25 3.17
1 child
Expenses for supplies Total expense Balance
and labor per person for year
Negro >i)75.96 I750.58-. |243.87 Dr.
Italian 21.14 394.54 4C9'.71 Cr.
Table V,'' A comparison of two squads that cultivated the
cotton very intensively.
Number of Acres culti- Value of Exp'ense for Balance
persons vated crop year
Negro 3 adults 25 |73C.20 $671.26 | 58.94
Italian 4 adults EO 1596. 543.35 1052.65
2 children
The tables give evidence of the Italians' superiority in
every case, and the average for six ye^-.rs shows the acreage to
be twenty-one and five tenths per cent in his favor, the pro-
duction of lint to be seventy-tv;o and nine tenths per cent per
acre and one hundred twenty and one tenth per cent per person in
his favor, and the cash value of the crop to exceed that of the
Negro sixty-nine and eight tenths per cent per acre and one hun-
dred fifteen and eight tenths per cent per person. One ex-
ceptionally efficient Italian squad that consisted of four adult
and two children, worked forty-three acres, and realized two
thousynd one hundred seventy-two dollars and ten cents ' " their
crop. Their expense account was four hundred twenty-si;;.
1. This includes -$139. that had been borrowed fo r trans-
portation from Italy. /163 ff.
2. Stone, A. H., Studies in the American Race Problem, pp.
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dollars and sixty-six cents which left them a profit of one
thousand seven hundred forty-five dollars and forty-four cents.
This squad had remained on the same farm for several ye^rs and
1
was said to have accumulated more than fifteen thousand dollars.
The persistency of the Italian is also noticed in the
tatles. The records hegin with two hundred and three Begro and
thirty-eight Italian squads. After eight years there were only
thirty-eight Kegro squads, while the Italians then numhered one
hundred and seven squads. The Negroes were three times as
numerous as the Italians when the Sunny Side experiment hegan,
and after eight years the proportion was practically reversed.
2
Another table illustrates the persistency in a better way.
Number of squads to Number of squads to Number of
begin in 19C5-6 finish in 19C5-6 squads left
from sickness
Negro 61 38 or 62.2 per cent
Italian IIC 107 or 97.2 per cent 1
Number required Number ran Number turned back crop
to leave off with no attempt to harvest
Negro 6 17
Italian 11
The differences between the two races are as great in their
management of expense accounts and the character of their work.
Of course with a greater production there is room for heavier
accounts, if the tenant desires to gratify his wishes; but it is
evident that even if he had a higher degree of efficiency, the
Negro could never greatly improve his condition because of his
inability to keep his expenses down, as the Italian does. In-
1. Stone, A. H. , Studies in the Americ^m Race Problem., p.
183. 2. Ibid, p. 193.
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stead of economizing he is continually seeking to gratify his
wishes and whims with a blindly fatalistic disregard for the
future. iV^r. Stone says that in a plantation experience of rrore
than twelve years he has carefully ohserved the economic life of
the plantation Kegro and has not. known one to anticipate the
future hy investing his earnings of one year in supplies for the
next. On the contrary, scores of them have frittered away
thousands of dollars paid them in cash balances in ways that
would give no visible returns. Further, "I have seen a man and
his wife leave a plantation office in the morning v/ith one hun-
dred and fifty dollars in cash, spend the day in town and return
in the evening with no money and practically nothing to show
for it. I have also known them, time and again to leave miOney
to their credit on the plantation books, and absolutely insist
on buying their supplies on credit at time prices. Te have
such accounts on our books today, notvvithstanding the fact that
we repeatedly attempt to show them the folly of such methods
and try to induce them to use their money in a businesslike way.
The idea seems to be that the money from, a crop already gathered
is theirs to spend as fancy suggests, while the crop to be made
must take care of itself, or be taken care of by the 'white
folks.* This sounds ridiculous, and it is ridiculous, but it
is none the less true. The money thus thrown away by the
Negroes, the Italians put to cold business uses. They will tak
advantage of a discount offered on a one hundred and fifty dol-
lar purchase of supplies, and I have known instances of their
r
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offering to pay land rent one year in advance for a similar con-
sideration. ""^
A knowledge of such fncts as these and a familiarity with
the "average traits" of the Hegro agriculturalist causes one to
realize that from the viewpoint of the ijegro, the problem is
much graver and n.ore difficult than one of mere agricultural
efficiency alone.
Professor H. T. Kealing is quoted as to the Wegro's "im-
providence and extravagance." He said that they would drop
the most important joh to go on an e^vcursion or parade with
their lodge. They would spend large sums on expensive cloth-
ing and luxuries while going without things necessary to a real
home. They will cheerfully eat fat hacon and "pone" cornhread
all the week in order to indulge in unlim.ited soda-v/ater, melons
and fish at the end. In the cities they are seen dealing with
the pawnbroker more often than with the banker. Their houses,
when furnished at all, are better furnished that that of a
white m.an of equal earning power, but it is on the instalment
plan. They are loath to buy a house, for they have no taste
for responsibility nor faith in thej.selves to manage large con-
cerns; but organs, pianos, clocks, sewing-machines and parlor
suits, on time, have no terrors for themi. It is necessary for
some plantations to refuse to adm:it various kinds of itinerant
agents," or to harassed at the end of each year by the efforts
of foreign concerns, generally in the i.iiddle 'Vestern states, to
1. Stone, A. H., Studies in the American Race Problem, p.
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force money out of IJegroes for every imaginable article peculiar
to such con.rr.erce. These range from gaudily illustrated "fai/.ily
Bibles" to "sure cures" for rheuinatisn. and nostrums guaranteed
to straighten the hair and bleach the skin."^ Testern mail
order houses also do a heavy C. 0. D. business in the cotton
belt, largely in pistols, sevi?ing-machines and medicine. Mean-
while, throughout the year the Italian reddler drives through
the country in a covered wagon and exchanges with the Ilegroes
"soda pop," sausage, fish, et cetera for the few stray dimes
that chance to rem^ain on hand fromi the last trip to town.
Another reference to the tables previously given shows us
that the children are engaged in labor in the field. This il-
lustrates what miay develop into a situation of considerable
sociological iu-portance . It is the withdrawal of the women and
children from the regular field labor as soon as the step is ad-
visable form improved economic conditions. Occasionally it is
being done, although not until the stage in which their Ivor
is necessary has been passed. It is frequently true that wo-
men and children who are included in the statement of working
hands, merely assist at intervals according to the necessity of
e^<tra lai.or for the crop. Therefore, it appears that after a
few years every group of Italian agriculturalists would make a
much better showing in this regard than either the Negro farmer
or the Southern white m^ill operator. Ivo large class of our
1. Kelsey, Carl, The llegro Parmer, p. 51.
2. Stone, A. H. , Studies in the American Race Problemi, pp.
188 ff.
—— f
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population can make substantial social progress as long 'is the
women and children are coitpelled to play the role of bread-
winners in the field of manual labor outside the hon.e."^
Mr. Stone says in a later connection: "I have seen Italian
families disembark in n^y town from; liev^r Orleans as fruit luggers,
and within ten or fifteen ye::;rs pass through all the gradations
of peddlers, oyster dealers, and restaurant keep(=rs and finally
emerge as prosperous merchants and property holders. In every
instance the women did their share of the drudgery as long as it
was necessary, but eventually became only the mistresses of
their homes. Ther^ is not one Italian fruit-vender in the tovm
who is not striving to emulate the successful examples of his
fellows. I do not believe the Italian agriculturalist is dif-
ferent in this respect from his urban brother."*^
The Italians are stalwart, industrious and hardy. They
are already good farmers and have the right miaterial, on the
3
whole for m^aking good American citizens. On the other hand
the IJegro has the advantage over the Italian that he is already
4
American even tho he is ignorant and incompetent. iVith equal
soil and climatic conditions for grov^ing cotton, the m.an who
cultivates his crop the best has the advantage; and the Italians
work more constantly than the i\Iegroes, and after one or two
1. Stone, A. H., Studies in the American Race Problem, pp.
186 ff.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid, p. 195.
•4. Cable, George 7., The Uegro question, p. 58.
t
years of experience cultivate more intelligently. The dif-
ference can easily "be seen without going beyond their respect-
ive fields. One sees in marked contrast with the halt-culti-
vated fields, the garden spots rank with weeds, broken fences,
and patchwork outhouses of the Kegro, the well kept premises of
the Italian. He will supply his family from early spring until
late fall with garden produce, and market enough to largely
carry him thru the winter. In the rear of a well kept house a
woodshed will contain sufficient sav^ed wood to run the family
through the winter. He does not wait until half-frozen feet
compel attention to the fuel, and then tear down the fence to
supply warmith to his cottage. And while the Negroes are con-
stantly changing and often cannot be depended upon to remain on
the land, the Italians are just the reverse. They coje of fheii'
own volition during the months of August and September and ar-
range affairs for the i'ollowing season. They quickly become
wedded to a piece of ground and seldom change unless it is de-
cidedly to their interest to do so. If one returns to Italy
for a year, he nearly always arranges for a relative to t^ke
his land.^
The Sunny Side plantation has been em-jloying both Italians
and Ijegroes in the cotton industry for nearly twenty years.
The Italian, here, as on other plantations in the South, has
1. iwr. Stone s^ys that one of his neighbors replied con-
cerning Italians, 'I don't have to spend m^y lile in trying to
make them. work. After the first year, I don't even have to
show them vi/hat to do." See p. "''B.
2. Stone, A. n..
,
Studies in the American Kace irohlem, pp.
197-99.
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proven his superiority over the ilegro and is still proving it.
Ivlr. 0. b. Crittenden of the Sunny 3ide pl-^ntfr; tion still finds
1 2
the Italian a better cotton grower. Lir, 7. 0. Wilson, of
'Vilmot, i^iississippi , was reared near the ounny Side plantation,
and his father still lives there. He sqys that the Italians an(.
Kegroes usually do not work ^vell together, but if left in se-
parate squads the Italian is a much better farmer. The com-
parison of the two races as given by the authorities previously
cited is confirmed by this additional witness. But the Italian
receives no warm welcome for the Southern landowner looks with
regret and apprehension on his financial success and his subse-
quent accumulation of land. The Southerner can control the
Kegro and get a tolerable amount of work out of him but the
Itglian soon becomes independent and buys up his land. it is a '
case of comipetition between idleness and industry and the in-
dustrious Italian replaces not only the inefficient laborer but
also the idle white landlord.
iViOst recent testimony gives a somewhat different account.
3
iWr. dames r). Clarkfe in a recent discussion of the Italian f;ieto:'
of liegro competition in the South makes the following state-
ments: "hor the present, at least, the European irmiigrant Is
not likely to become a dangerous economic menace to the Negro in
1. lyir. Crittenden's statement in a personal letter of
llovember 28, 1916.
2. Mr. Wilson is a prominent student of the University of
Illinois. The information was received from a personal inter-
view.
3. See his ar-ticle. The Negro and the Immigrant in the two
Americas, Annals of the American Acadeny of political and So-
cial Science, v. 49, p. 35.
I
the South, for the I\Ie£:roes are more iimnerous, the ruling classes
prefer them and they are constantly securing a firuier footing in
Southern industries. Experiments with Italians in Mississippi
and elsewhere have not materially interferred with the tendency
of the Kegro to becoi^e a landowner, for 'The Progressive Farn.erJ
a Southern agricultural organ, has thought it necessary to start
a campaign for the passage of laws to check encroachment of
Ilegroes upon territory occupied by white farmers. The position
of the L'egro in the Agriculture of the South seems to be as-
sured .
"
Mr. Stone, h-^mself, is mentioned in a previous page of this
Section as saying thnt he has seen the Italian begin at the very
lowest stages of the economic struggle and in ten or fifteen
years pass through the various steps of advancement and emerge
at the top economically independent. The Southerner realizes
this fact as does anyone who is familiar with the Italian im-
migrant. In view o.^ this fact that the Southern plantation
owner cannot com.pet^ successfully with the Italian iirjnigrant
,
and that he even finds it necessary to attempt to check the en-
croachments of the Uegro himself upon territory occupied by the
white farmer, it is very evident that no enormous immigration of
Italians will be encouraged by the Southerner, to the exclusion
of the Uegro. It is important to bear in mind that the ob-
servations of Mr. Stone were m-ide about ten years ago, and dur-
ing the past ten vears a si:all proportion of the Negro cotton
planters hn^': benefited by the new industrial education and
I
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given evidence of capacity for better things. However, the
Italian is still a better farmer than the Negro. The Southern
er sees more clearly his need of soiLe effort il he would retain
his own plantation. it is true that the plantation Ilegro is
the lowest type of liegro fanner, and his salvation probable
lies in the eu.ulation of those successful members of his own
race, just as every Italian of the lo?/er class is emulating his
successful fellow countryman.
1. Statement made by i..r. 0. L. Crittenden in a personal
letter of IJovember £8, 1916.
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SECTION IV
CAli -THE HEGRO ARTISAN COl^PETE -.YITH THE
;7HITE iAAU 111 THE SOUTH?
I. THE Ix«i.a GRANT 7 -CTOR
"The place for the Negro in the South" is the ex]-ression
that illustrates the opinion of many of the Negro leaders as
well as a majority of the whites. Mr. Booker T. 'Washington
says that the Negro is at his best in the South; there he is
given a man's chance in the commercial world; where he has lost
grou.,d in the South it is not because of any prejudice against
him as a skilled vvorkiLan on the part of the -native Southern
white; and nowhere else in the world is there such an opportun-
ity offered to him as that novv' developing in the industrial a-
wakening of the South.
But with this industrial awakening of the South has cor^e a
new problem for the Negro-- the competition of the iii-inigrant
.
It was expressed by one writer, thus: "Within the last few
years thinking men in the South have begun to see the labor
2difficulty and a great new movement has been started to en-
courage imimigration fron. foreign countries to the manufactur-
ing districts of the South. In November 19C6 the first ship-
load of immigrants ever brought from Europe directly to a South
1. Washington, B. T., Up from Slavery, pp. 219-EEG, and
The Future of the American Negro, pp. 78-79.
2. Stone, A. H., Studies in the American Race Problem, p.
20C.
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Carolina port were landed at Charleston with great ceremony and
rejoicing. if a steady streair. of immigrants can be secured
and if they c^n be eiLployed on satisfactory terms with the
Kegro, it will go fqr tovvard relieving race tension in the
1
South.
"
Another statement is made that the Southern states, rail-
roads and private organizations are discussing the question of
foreign immigration with increasing earnestness.
Mr. Washington says that if the llegro neglects to occupy
the field that is nov; before him in the South, he will be ex-
cluded by those immigrants who are strangers to his tongue and
3
customs.
The Richmond llegro Criterion spoke of the foreign iUimiigranl
as follows: "We are told that they will turn in the direction
of the South. When they coiiie, woe, woe to the Kegro. His
4
place will soone be gone, to come no more."
The chances for miany of the liegroes to succeed against
fierce competition of i:migrants are not very great. But a
slow infiltration of foreigners cannot displace the better
class of I\legro workers for the growing labor demands of the
South cannot spare them. If it is a matter of ability to work,
1. Baker, R. Stannard, Following the Color Line, pp. 59-
60.
2. Stone, A. H. , Studies in the American Race Problem, p.
3C0
.
3. Quoted by Mr. Stone, p. 172,
4. Reported by "The Hew York Age," September, 26, 19C5, p.
4.
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the result of immigration will be beneficial in differentiating
the good Hegro v;orkman from the careless and indifferent idler
and it might be expected to reduce the number of this latter
class by forcing upon them a higher standard of industrial
efficiency."^
It is true that imiiii.;^rat ion into the South has not been ex-
tensive, but the foreign immigrants began to coL.e to this
country as another source of unskilled labor about the tiir.e that
the IJegro was freed. Yet for about fifty years these immigran
have made but little impression on the IJegro laborer of the
South.
The most recent writers seeiL to think that even with the
degree of efficiency already attained by the majority of llegro
artisans there is little danger of their being replaced by the
foreign immigrant. And if that replacement should occur, it
will mean a thorough sifting that will give the efficient
Uegroes a better chance.
II. GENERAL COIi/lPSTITIOlJ WITH '.VHITES IK THE SOUTH.
A. Conditions at the Close of Slavery.
In the days of Slavery the Wegro artisans had practical
monopoly of the trades in large parts of the South. In tech-
nical knowledge they often outstripped their masters and, com-
pared with other slaves, the artisans became independent and
1. Washington and DuBois, The IJegro in the South, p. 116.
2. Wright, H. R.
,
Jr., The Begro in Unskilled Labor, in
Annals of the Americna Ac^^derr.y of Political and Social Science,
V. 49, p. 23.
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self-reliant."^ On every plantation there were first class
workmen and niany of the IJegro artisans in the Southern states
became masters of their respective trades by reason of their
long service under the direction and control of expert white
mechanics. Half of the total number of houses in Virginia be-
fore the war were built by colored carpenters.
One writer has said: "The South then was lacking in manu-
facturing, and used little machinery. Its demand for skilled
labor was not large out what demand existed v/as supplied mainly
by Kegroes. Negro carpenters, plasterers, bricklayers, black-
smiths, wagon-makers, wheelwrights, painters, harnessmakers
,
tanners, millers, v/eavers, barrelmakers , basket makers, shoe-
makers, chainmakers, coachmen, skinners, seamstresses, houi^e-
keepers, gardeners, cooks, laundresses, embroiderers, maids of
all work were found in every community, and frequently on a
single plantation. Skilled labor was so much more profitable
than unskilled that miany masters developed in their slaves as
2
much skill as was possible under a slave system."
The IJegro machinists were becoming numerous before the down
fall of slavery. The slave owners v»ere generally the owners of
all the factories, machine shops, flour-mills, saw-miills, gin-
1. Kelsey, Carl, The Evolution of Kegro Labor, in The
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
V. ^1, p. 57.
2. Page, T. IJ., The Hegro: the Southerners' Problem, p.
279 . See article by Ex-Governor Robert Lowry, of ivlississippi
,
in The Horth American Review, v. 153, p. 472.
3. Winston, G. T., The Relation of the 'Vhites to the Negro,
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science, v. 18, pp.- 1C5-118.
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houses and threshing iLachines. They owned all the railroads
and the shops connected with them. In all of thene the white
laborer and mechanic had heen supplanted alrr.ost entirely by the
slave mechanics at the time the Civil 7/ar began. iaany of the
railroads in the South had their entire train crev;s, e.ccept the
conductors, made up of slaves. The "Georgia Central" had in-
augerated just such a movement, and had many L'egro engineers on
its locomotives and Kegro machinists in its shops.
'.Thile the poor whites and masters were fighting, the same
skilled black men were at home working to support those fight-
ing for their slavery. The Negro mechanic was found, during
the conflict, in the ii.achine shops, building engines and rail-
road cars, in the gun factories making arms of all kinds for
the soldiers, in the various shops building wagons, and making
harness, bridles and saddles, for the armiiss of the South.
IJegro engineers handled the throttle in many cases to haul the
i
soldiers to the front, whose success in the struggles going on,
meant continued slavery to themselves and their people. All
of the flour-mills and almost all kinds of mills in the South
were in charge of the black men."*"
B. The Generation Following the Skilled Ex-slaves.
'j7ith the liberation of the slaves came the salvation of th€
poor white nan of the South. He had been almost completely
ousted as a laborer and a mechanic, by the masters, to make
place for the slaves whom they were having trained for these
positions.
1 and 2. See next page.
I
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For a time the trained l^egro held his own and either mo-
nopolized his field, not infrequently patronized by his former
master, or plied his trade side by side with the white man.
This situation was significant for a generation after emanci-
pat ion. But as the ilegroes, trained for skilled work in the
days of slavery, died off, there were no young colored men yre-
pared to take their places, for the next generation did not
learn the mechanical trades to the samie extent as the slave
generations, and white m.en from the South, the North, from Eur-
ope or elsewhere came in and filled their places. This was
4
true in a degree in every skilled occupation.
Altho isolated examples of capable and thrifty Negroes
were fouzid in every department of skilled industry, the great
number of slave-disciplined m.echanics had no successors, for
the simple reason that the next generation lacked that intelli-
gence required of efficient artisans, and had not the initiat-
ive to provide themselves with that discipline which the mas-
5
ters had previously supplied. This is characteristic of the
period follov;ing emiancipat ion, for freedom to the slave usually
means freedom from labor and responsibility. Also, the op-
position of white mechanics to IJegro workmen v^hich was evident
in ante-bellum days became m.ore intense after emancipation and
1. The llegro American Artisan, in The Atlanta University
Publication, Wo. 17, pp. 34-36.
2. Ibid.
3. Kelsey, Carl, The Evolution of IJegro Labor, in The
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
V. 21, p. 57.
4. Washington, B. T., The Future of the American Kegro, p.
77. Commons, John R. , Races and Immigrants in Amierica, p. 46,
5. Thomas, W. H., The American ITegro, p. 68.
I
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in the competition which followed the less efficient black me-
chanic oft°n found hiL.self outdistanced by his thriftier white
competitor, sometimes by fair means, sorr.et ii.'.es by foul. V/ith-
out the protection of his former master and with less and less
of his patronage, the Legro artisan found himself being gradual
ly supplanted by the white working man.
As the industrial development of the South made new de-
mands upon the mechanic, old methods of production gave way to
new ones. The Begro mechanic, schooled in the economy of ante
bellum days and knowing little of the new mills and machinery,
1
found himself unprepared to m.eet the dem.ands of the new era.
However, the IJegro did not cease to struggle, altho he was
a severe problem in certain districts in the South. Some
students of the race problem have said that the Southern peo-
ple were more and more coming to the conclusion that they must
at least put forth a determined effort to render themselves in-'
dependent of the Negro. The Southern economiic development
during the last thirty years has greatly outstripped the growth
of Southern population, but the resulting labor scarcity is
more apparent than real. The streets are filled with idlers
and prowlers and it is difficult to find those who are willing
to accept steady eiLploymient even when offered the wages they
demand. At times it has been necessary to substitute coal for
wood as a fuel because in a town full of IJegroes it was im-
possible to get stove wood cut. On one plantation surrounded
1. The Atlanta University Publications, iio. 17, p. 38.
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by nearly three hundred Ilegroes it was frequently necessary to
patronize a city laundry because of the unwillingness of the
Kegroes to do laundry work. There is a great deal of unrest
in soiLe sections over the labor question. The llegro has it in
his power to re:r.ove such conditions, at least in a great mea-
sure, by making himself a more reliable and dependable factor
in the econom.ic life of the South. But this would mean a re-
volution in the present social and industrial life and habits
of the masses."^
It is true that some individual Negroes have made great
2
progress, >ut the question is, ''Have the masses advanced?
"
A great strike occurred a few years ago in one of the large
iron v/orks of the city of liichmond. The president of the com-
pany stated afterward that it never occurred to the management
or to the IJegroes that they could work at the miachines, and no
'7.
one had ever suggested it. Mr. 'Vashington, himself, said in
i
19CC that in no pirt of the South is the IJec>ro as strong as he
was twenty years ago, excerpt possible in the country districts
and the sm^aller towns. In the more northern of the Southern
of the Southern cities such as Richmond and Baltimore, the
4
change is most apparent, but it is felt in every Southern city.
1. Stone, A. H., Studies in the American Race Problem, up.
19e-2CC.
2. Commons, John R. , Races and Imjnigrants in America, p.
47.
3. Page, T. K., The Ilegro: the Southerners' Problemi, p.
E79. It must also be remembered that m.q.q'YlXvj had been de-
veloped to the extent that little co!..paris'on could be made with
the machinery that was operated primarily by Negroes before e-
mancipation. '
4. Tashington, B. T., The Future of the American Negro, p.
76.
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Sven in the farther South the Kegro artisan sufficiently
trained to coLvpete with his white rival is comparatively rare,
which is a marked contrast to the time of emancipation when he
was the trained workman and built nearly all of the houses and
manufactured most of the articles that were manufactured in the
South.
C. The IJegro Begins to Regain Sconomiic Importance.
The industrial ground that the iv^egro had lost so easily is
heing regained with great difficulty. It is a slow process fo
him to reestablish himiself in the higher class of labor so as
to fill an important place there. His rise is being achieved
with difficulty because of his in'-ibility to manage the new
labor-saving m.achinery. The white man began to whitewash the
walls and clean the carpets with a mechanical sprayer and
cleaner and rob the IJegro of that job. The ste-imi laundry be-
2gan to do the work of the former colored laundress. The
,
Megro could still v.ork in 'vood and iron and meet little op-
position in felling trees and digging ore, but if he followed
the raw material into the factory his troubles began. He
simply "lacked the skill coupled ?7ith brains necessary to com-
pete with the white m^an."
In general there has been little discrimination because of
color but much because of inability to secure competent Negroes
They liave been helpers and usually proud of their work, and did
1. Page, T. 1'., The llegro : the Southerners' Problem, pp.
76-79 .
2. Commons, 'J. H. , Races and Immiigrants in America, p. 47.
3. Washington, B. T., The Future of the Amierican Kegro
,
p.
53.
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good work v;hei:i told each separate thing to do every time it was
to be done; but when left alone they were inaccurate and often
did their work the wrong v/ay."^
Mr. V/ashington says: 'The I'egro in the South works, and
works hard: but too often his ignorance and lack of skill
cause him to do his Vvforl: in the most costly and shiftless man-
ner, keeping him near the bottom, of the ladder in the economic
p
world." It is true that the standard of unskilled labor has
been raised as has the standard of skilled labor and Ilegro
servants, farm; hands, waiters, janitors and other day laborers
nov; do two or three times the amount of wcrk done by those in
the sam,e occupations fifty years ago. And out of three miil"^ io:
unskilled Kegro workers who were freed in 1863, and the few-
thousand unskilled and semii-skilled who already had their free-
dom there have developed the various occupations of Ilegroes
that prevail today. The most notable development is in the
emiergence of l^egro professional men and women, a group of sixty
thousand or miore persons who follow vocations almost entirely
unknown to the l^egro race fifty years ago. Next to that comes
the dev^opm.ent of iJegroes in business and skilled trades.
They are the economic, moral and intellectual leaders of the
race. In all classes of unskilled occupations the Llegroes
constitute a m.uch greater proportion than their precentage of
1. Kelsey, Carl, Annals of the Amicrican Academy of Politi-
cal and Social Science, v. <cl, p. 72.
2. Washington, DuBois and Others, the Wegro Problm.e, p. 35
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the j'Oi'Ulat ion. In fifteen unskilled occupations there arr-
two million seven hundred fifty-six thousand four hundrea forty.
two Cegroes, or ' .early seventy per cent of all ijegroes engaged
in gainful occupations. The number of unskilled workers in
the race must he at least seventy-five cent of those engaged in
gainful occupations or ahout three million."^ Kelly Miller
says that the facts indicate that the race has not more than
one fourth of its quota in the professional pursuits.
Unfortunately, when the Kegro demands the same wages as
the white man, his industrial inferiority leads the employer to
take the white m.an in his place, v/hich shows again how funda-
are
mental^manual skill and technical intelligence as a basis for
other progress. Nevertheless, there are a large num.Ler of
IJegro mechanics in the United States, especially in the South.
Some are progressive and efficient workmen, hut more are care-
less, slovenly and ill-trained. In some r laces there are
signs of lethargy am.ong. these wortanen and work is slipping
away from them; hut in other places they are awakening and
seizing the opportunities afforded hy the new industrial South.
The testim.ony of large employers who have no race prejudice,
where profits and not favoritism^ are considered shows that low-
priced ITegro often costs m.ore than high-priced v/hite labor.
The iron and steel mills of Alabama have no advantage in l->.bor
1. Wright, R. R. Jr., The Uegro in Unskilled Labor, The
Annals of the American Academiy of Political and Social Science,
V. 49, pp. 21-22.
2. See Out of the House of Bondage, p. 163.
3. CommiOns,>J. R.Jr., Races and Immigrants in America, p.
51.
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cost over mills of Pennsylvania and Ohlo."^
The notable exceptions where Megroes have accumulated pro-
perty through diligent attention and careful oversight are all
the morenotable when it is remembered that the education of the
Kegro has directed his energies to the honors of the learnea
professions rather than to the commonplace virtues of owner-
ship.^
A more hopeful viev/ is expressed by Dr. G. Brunner,
health officer of Savannah, Georgia for about twnety-five years
"The I\^egro is going ahead in spite of our neglect of him. He :
is a^ good ^Torkman and finds erLploym.ent , whether as carpenter,
painter or in any of the other trades."
The black and white races come into most direct competi-
tion with each other in the buil'iing and n:ining industries,
yet the situation in neither of these occupations occasions
any very serious race friction^ The Southern working man be-
gins to realize that the economiic strength of the llegro must be
taken into partnership for it cannot be beaten into v/eakness.
Yet during the Reconstruction period the relations between the
whites and the iiegroes in South Carolina and Worth Carolina
was often very friendly and helpful. And a great miany of the
1. Smmnary of reports from, three hundred forty-four emiploy'
ers of Kegroes, in Commons, J. R. 'Jr., Races and ImjLigrants in
America, p. 47.
2. Ibid, p. 49.
3. Dr. Brunner's article, "The "Negro Health Problem in
Cities," in The Survey, v. 34, p. 67.
4. riegro Year Book for 1913, p. 205.
5. Washington and DuBois, The Ilegro in the South, p. 116.
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Negroes who achieved success attributed it in large p-jrt to the
assistance of the whites."'" The Lest Southern element is 7;ork-
ing for the best econoii-ic cooperation bet.veen the t'wo races.
The Negro owes a great debt to the white n.an who in turn
is indebted to the L'egro, especially in the South. '^ith the
incre iSing rapidity of the development of the South, all races
of laborers are drawn nearer together for their own interests.
It is certain that the Negro is found in every business and
occupation, and it depends on the manner in which the masses of
colored people improve the opportunites offered by the new
Southern development whether they raise themselves up or sink
to a lower level.
1. Washington, B. T., The Story of the IJegro , v. II, p.
36.
2. Baker, Ray Stannard, Gathering Clouds along the Color
Line, The World's Work, v. 32, p. 235.
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SECTION V
THE SITUATION IK THE INDUSTRIAL FIELD
III THE IJORTH
The llegro has experienced three quite distinct economic
periods in the Ijorth.
The First Period was characterized to a considerable de-
gree hy the kindly feeling in the ijorth tov;ard the slave. The
Negroes were famous caterers and were conspicuous as barbers,
bootblacks and in all kinds of donestic labor.
The Second Period represented the renoval of the Ilegro from
the positions that he had formerly held by whites who were bet-
ter organized and many of whomj were immigrants.
The Third Period represents the attempt of the Negro to
compete equally ?/ith the white man and to adjust hi. self to
labor organizations and com.plex economic conditions.
I. The First Period.
The Strong Position of the Negro in Certain Trades
in the North during the Period Preceding and Fol-
lowing the Civil 7ar.
t
About the time of emancipation or a few years later the
most fau.ous caterers of New York City were the Dbwnings, Ivlars,
'Watson, Vandyke, Ten Eyke, Day, Green and others, all colored.
Their names were connected with high-class work and no social
function was thot complete without one of then In New York
City in 1869, twelve Negro caterers organized as a corporation
1. From an editorial in The New York Age, January 12, 19C5,
p. H.
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to control and keep up the quality of service both hy looking
after the efficiency of the n.any waiters they eiLployed and by
preventing "irresponsible men from attempting to cater at wed-
dings, balls, parties, and hotels on special occasions."
Several of the original corporators owned imported silver, china
and other caterers' "service" that was valued at one to four
thousand dollars, and all of them had ability to manage large
banquets, and other social fuxictions, and to supply cooks,
waiters and other help. Other members were added as they mani-
fested their ability until the membership numbered more than
one hundred. The best estimates gave the total number of col-
ored hotel and restaurant waiters at between four and five hun-
dred in 167C.'''
In Philadelphia the r;egroes had a practical monopoly in do-
mestic service. Prior to the Civil 7/as their guild of caterers
"rose to pov/er and prominence and ruled as remarkably as a tr^ide
guild ever ruled in a mediaeval city."*^ It led the Legroes
steadily on to a degree of affluence, culture and respect such
as has probably never been surpassed in the history of the
llegro in America. Its masters include the names of Bogle, Au-
gustin, Prosser, Dorsey, Jones and i.Cinton which were household
words in the city for a number of years. In this way the
whole catering business, arising from an evolution shrewdly,
persistently and tastefully directed, transformed the i<jegro
1. Haynes, G. E., The Kegro at ,?ork in i^ew York City, pr.
68-69.
2. This guild» was organized in 1840 and lived thirty years.
DuBois, 7. E. B., The Philadelphia iiegro, p. 32.
I]
[
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cook and waiter into the public c-iterer and raised a crowd of
Uiiderpaid menials to "become a set of self-reliant, original
business men, who amassed fortunes for themiselves and won gen-
eral respect for their people. Just as the butler or waiter
in a private fam.ily arranged the meals and attended the family
on ordinary occ-isions, so the public waiter cam.e to serve dif-
ferent families in the sam.e capacity at larger and m.ore elabor-
ate functions; he was the butler of the smart set, and his taste
of hand, eye and palate set the fashion of the day. The Phila-
delphia Times of October 17, lt96, in commenting on the con-
dition said that the triumvir-te of colored C3 terers--Dorsey
,
Jones and i>iinton--might have been said to rule the social world
of i??iiladelphia through its stomach.''"
Philadelphia also had several prominent I\iegro coal dealers,
furniture men, artists, musicians and other business and pro-
fei:Sional men. Keferring to these men, John 'Tanamalrer said:
"Philadelphia once had a mmber of i.egro business m.en in whom,
the local business world took pride." i
At this time Boston contained a number of successful
Negroes. A number 7/ere domestics cind tr-ndesmen and they were
represented in nearly all occupations. The Eegrcea had alm.ost
a monopoly of the br-irbering business."^
1. DuBois, '7. Yj. B., The Philadelphia I^egro, pp. 32-25.
2. ibid, p. 36.
3. His address before the liew York Convention of I\lational
Kegro Business League in 19C5.
4. Daniels, John, In Preedom.'s Birthplace, pp. 18-19.
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These specific examples are tyficil of the general condi-
tions of the iJegroes in the ijorth about the tiie of the Civil
!Yar. The next few years marked a transition and In rjiost cases
a loss to the I^eero.
II. The Second Period.
The Transition Period.
The generation following the Civil 'Yar saw a period of un-
adjustment to economic conditions in the IJorth not entirely un-
like that in the South. The cold hand of industry replaced in
a great measure the kindly assistance formierly given oy individ
uals, and the I'egro had to prove his efficiency in the face of
obstacles and growing race prejudice or sink to and remain on
the lowest economic level. Competition "became keener v/ith the
increase of immigration, and the Kegro found his economic posi-
tion challenged from many sides.
One rather remarkable feature of this period was the abil-
ity of the Kegro to shift to another kind of work when he was
crowded out of his occupation. It was said that in the non-
mechanical occupations where the Uegro once had a mionopoly he
was losing. In Chicago there was scarcely a IJegro barber in
the business district. Nearly all the janitor work in the
large buildings had beeii taken from the Kegroes by the Sv;edes.
Thite men and women supplanted colored waiters in nearly all
first-class restaurants and hotels, and practically all the
shoe-polishing had been monopolized by the Greeks.''" However,
1. Commons, fJ . H. , Races and Immigrants in America, p. 47.
ijr
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aany Kegro barbers disappeared as barbers and reafpeared as
carpenters or suall farn.ers. Thii^ made the census retorts
prove all sorts of disnal theories when the Ilegro in Oiany cases
had really been forced into a better economic position. Dis-
placeiLent may mean either a gain or a defeat."*"
It is true that the Ilegro has lost the predominance that
he once held in the catering, barbering, boot-blacking and
other trades. It is also true that certain llegro business
houses have disappeared; but this is no sign that in other
cities the Legro is not gaining. John 7/anamaker said of the
Philadelphia Ke^ro business men of the Civil Tar timies: "Many
of them lost their business before they passed away. As an
man
old^business I am speaking the fact; they lost their business
because the Swiss, the Germans, and others who were American
Z
white men, did that same business better than they did it."
Mr. Samuel R. ocottron, in an address in Brooklyn in 19C5,
spoke of the economiic position of his race in L'ew York as fol-
lows: "I have hardly to go beyond the years of miy own individ-
ual experience to find c-iuse for grave doubts. Bote in this
city, which has grown so rapidly that it seem^s to have been
raised by the touch of a wizard's wand, the place in its in-
dustrial history that the Kegro held forty or fifty years ago,
the opportunities that were his to build up and to accumulate,
and how these opportunities were neglected i This is evidence
1. iiurphy, E. G., The Basis of Ascendency, p. 64.
2. His address at the liew York Convention of the Ilational
Ilegro Business League in 1^C5.
I
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of a people easily overcon.e; no, not overcome, "but siwiply re-
tiring without a contest from the places which were not only
theirs, but concededly theirs, before the influx of those peo-
ple who represent all that remains of the ancient Greeks and
Romans. The Italian, Sicilian, Greek, foreign to America's
language and institutions, occupy quite every industry that was
confessedly the llegro's forty years ago. They have the boot-
black stands, the news-stands, barber shops, waiters' situations
restaurants, janitorship, catering business, stevedoring, steam-
boat work and other situations once occupied by IJegroes, and
furthermore, occupy the very houses which were once the houses
of lIegroes--cnly the Legroes paid rent while the Italians are
now the owners. Look at IVest Broadway, Lawrence Street, ThoQip-
son Street, Sullivan Street , Bleecker Street, Thomas, ^^orth
and Leonard Streets, in Kew York City today, and think of these
streets forty, or even thirty years ago. Look at the ground
«
upon which we now stand, and on the section about one m.ile
square, known in early days as 'Veeksville, after one of our
race, nam.ed John Teeks. Think of those of our people who oc-
been
cupied all these places when building lots could heve/ybought
for twenty-five dollars and fifty dollars and one hundred dollar
each, and look upon the present occupants--Italians
'7ho have succeeded to the business that these colored caterers
had in those days? Tith one exception, Italians. Not one
has left a child in an enlarged business of the sam.e kind.
7ith all of us the, business dies with the fathers. Is this
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showing a capacity to build?" Referring again to the former
IJegro section, he says: ''I walked for blocks, and blocks re-
cently through that district. I found it strewn with little
stores, mainlj/ of produce, native and foreign; every store kept
by an Italian and scarcely one in which there was not a ilegro
present as a buyer. One place, only, was kept by a Ilegro ap-
parently, and that was a pool or billiard room filled with
young men who were m^aking the echoes sound. The guitar, fid-
dle, banjo, melodeon, and even piano, were all giving evidence
of happiness and contentment amongst our people; but the Italian
was doing the business. Certainly these gloomy pictures are
not all that the Eegro had to show in forty years hereabouts,
but it does show that he has by no means taken advantage of the
position he once held. If we were at the top at any time in
the past in any line of industry, why are we at the bottom of it
today? That's the question. In lines concededly belonging
to the Kegro years ago he has been entirely superceded by the
Italian.""^
In many of the I^orthern cities the history of the Ilegro is
similar to his experience in Hew York City.
|
III. The Third Period.
The llegroes begin to Organize.
The masses of Negroes who have m^igrated to the cities are un-
prepared to meet the exacting requirements of organized indus-
try, and the keen competition of more efficient laborers, and
1. Reported in an editorial in The IJew York Age of January
IH, 19C5, p. 2. •
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they drift into any occupations which are held out to their un-
skilled hands and untutored brains. Natural aptitude enables
many to acquire some skill, and these succeed in gaining a
stable place. But the thous-.»nds v;ork froi.'i day to day with that
weak tenure and frequent change of place fron. which all unskilj
-
ed unorganized laborers suffer under n.odern industry and trade.
In Philadelphia, the economic opportunities of the rca.iority
of I^egroes are liir.ited to few trades, although they nearly enter
all occupations that do not require large capital.*^
|
Washington, D. C, has appeared a sort of Mecca to many
Negroes ever since the ti/e of emancipation. But when the
True Reformers built a handsome structure, solely by Ilegro labor
it was necessary to send South for competent Kegro workmen.'
It is significant that Southern i^iegroes possessed of som.e
degree of specialized skill have remained in the South for they
found better industrial oprortui ities there and the most of
those coming Ilorth have lacked training that fitted themi for
work above the level of the least responsible unskilled labor
and menial service. Few have been capable of the work of in-
tennediate artisans and skilled workm.en, and fewer still have
had the qualifications for commercial emiployment or for inde-
pendent professional or business enterprise. However, this
1. Haynes, G. E. , Conditions Among Negroes in Cities, in
Annals of the American Acadeii^y of Political and Social Science,
V. 49, p. 112.
Z, 3mlen, John T., The lv.ovement for the Betterment of the
Negroes in Philadelphia, Annals of the American Academ.y of Pol-
itical and Social Science, v. 49, p. 69.
3. Page, T. II., The Negro: the Southerners' Problem, p.
79.
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does not necessarily mean that out-and-out laziness and idle-
ness are typical ivegro failings, for the proportion of Negroes
at work is much above that of the white population. Confirmed
Negro loafers on the street corners, about saloons, or in the
common appear to "be rare in Boston."^
Persons in Philadelphia who have attempted to secure em-
ployment for a considerable number of liegroes, found not more
than one in ten qualified for any form of industry above the
most m.enial grade of service. A large part of those for whom
positions were secured held them for hut a short timie either he-
cause they "became discontented or worked unsatisfactorily.
Some even failed to appear at the places of employment after
work was secured, and few possessed initiative, resourcefulness
and persistence. Many employers of Legroes ref^ort similar
2
results. Shortcomings in the basic qualities of trustworthi-
ness, responsibility, accuracy and thoroughness account largely
for the relegation of the majority of i^egroes to menial and
other low-grade labor m the industrial and economic world.
In nearly every large city of the North -where there is
abundant public work to be done on the streets, sewers, filter
plants, subways, railroads, etc., Negro hodcarriers have almost
driven whites out of business, while as teamisters, firem.en and
street cleaners the Negroes are more and more in demand. In
the hotel business the Negro is in demand as waiter and bell-
1. Daniels, John, In Freedom's Birthplace, pp. 314 ff.
2. Ibid, pp. 319ff.
3. Ibid, p. 4C2.
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man.-^ But the final and most decisive test of the i^egroes'
ability is the actual extent to which they are advancing by
means of their own pov\?ers; and this account manifest that they
are truly making marked progress along all the nost essential
lines in Boston.^
The colored people of Chicago are employed in nearly all
occupations but are given very sm.all opportunity in many trades.
The successes of Negroes in Northern cities in both indus-
try and trade are multiplying and with substantial encourage-
ment may change them from the lowest places in labor to the more
highly skilled and better paid positions. Since the Executive
Council of the American Federation of Labor unanimously passed
a resolution in 191C inviting IJegroes into its ranks, som^e of
its affiliated bodies have shown active sympathy with this sen-
timent and have taken steps' in different cities to being in
Kegro workmen. Studies of l^egro business enterprises in Phila-
delphia and I'Jew York City, and extensive attendance at the an-
nual meetings of the liational I^egro Business League show sub-
4
stantial progress over unusual obstacles.
''Tien Booker T. '.Vashington helped to organize the National
Kegro Business League in 19CC, som.e prom;inent colored citizens
of Boston only sneered at the idea of getting iiegroes together
1.Wright, H. R. Jr., The Legro in Unskilled Labor, in The
Annals of the American Acadeny of Political and Social Science,
V. 49, p. 24.
2. Daniels, John, In Freedomi's Birthplace, p. 416.
3. Bowen, Louise de Koven, The Colored People of Chicago,
in The Survey, v. .^1, pp. 117-120.
4. Haynes, G,. E. , Conditions Among IJegroes in the Cities,
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
V. 49, p. 114.
f
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for better business. One of the scoffers was William H. Lewis,
a well-known colored lawyer and foru.er United States Assistant
Attorney-General. Recently Kr. Lewis admitted his error, moved
his change by becoii.ing a life member of the League, and declared
emphatically that the Uegro has before him an economic empire
1
to conquor.
Several authorities think that the recent increase of se-
gregation has proved the fact that the Uegroes are competing
successfully with wh^ites and arousing the latter to restrict
them. The more intelligent Negroes have acquired property in
good residence districts and have comie into closer personal con-
tact and into keener competition with the whites.^ The whites
often resent this aggressiveness, for property usually sells at
a lower price when XJegroes live in the neighborhood. If they
wish to remain, their only alternative is to exclude the liegro.
The industrial conditions developed since the European '.7ar
,
began have created new labor opportunities for the I\iegroes.
Many of the factories and business concerns of the i^orth that
have never before employed colored labor have accepted the
IJegroes on equal terms with the whites; and other business
houses that have ei/.ployed Kegroes are increasing the number of
blacks. The Dean Steam Pump Company of Folyoke, Massachusetts
has employed seventy-five Kegroes, and is said to want three
hundred more. The Carnegie Steel Company of Kewark, Hew Jersey
1. Aery, 7/illiam A., Business Makes Men, in The Survey, v.
34, p. 550.
2. Baker, Ray Stannard, Gathering Clouds Along the Color
Line, in The World's Work, v. 32, p. 234.
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has just begun to employ Negroes vilth thirty-five Negroes re-
ceived and more wanted. Palmer's Ship Yard in Koank, Connecti-
cut and the Dover Stove 'Vorks in Dover, New Jersey are begin-
ning to employ colored men. Kaufmann's Department Store, the
largest store in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has recently re-
placed the delivery force with two hundred and fifty-one
1
Negroes.
These new op{.ortunit ies and high wages are attracting m^any
Negroes to the North., Philadelphia's Negro population is
growing at a rate little short of a folk miigration. Practicall
every Negro from; one town in North Carolina and whole church
congregations headed by their pastors from Virginia have migrat-
ed to the North. The Pennsylvania Railroad has brought twelve
thousand m.en from the South in the last nine months. About
two thousand five hundred of these are working for the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad Company and the others have gone to Philadelphia
and other large cities. They are offered good wages and many
of them have brought from fifty to fifteen hundred dollars re-
alized from selling their property in the South, which they
2
wish to invest in new homes in Philadelphia.
The Negroes have also oeen coming into Chicago at the rate
of about four hundred per day and the m^ost of themi seem to be
finding work. About forty thousand have come to Chicago in
1. The Crisis, v. 13, p. 240.
2. Editorial, The Lure of the North for the Negroes, The
Survey, v. 38, No. 1, pp. 27-28.
3. Statement miade by Professor Orris J. Milliken, Princi-
pal of the Chicago School for Delinquent Boys, in a personal
interview, April 12, 1917.
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the past few months.^ "The Kegroes are the best laborers in
Chicago and :ire ahead of the Italians, Slavs or any other im-
migrants," is the statement of Lr, H. B. Knovvlton, the Illinois
State Manager of The Travellers Insurance Company, v/hich is one
2
of the leading writers of industrial insurance.
At the time of this writing hoth the Hew York Central Rail-
road and the Union Pacific Railroad are calling for llegro
4
laborers.
One Detroit factory is seeking for a full force of colored
5
employees
.
These illustrations are only typical of the industrial
conditions in many of the Northern states at the present time
and "the Uegro will hold the "balance of lahor power during the
war," is the statement "by ivirs. Charles F. Taylor.
As a reaction against the Negro miigration the South is of-
fering "better inducemients to He?:roes to keej. them, for Southern
labor. This northward migration is resulting in improved con-
ditions for the Negroes who remiain in the South. Time will re-
veal the com.flete result of this revolution in Negro labor.
It is giving the Negro a new hold on Northern industries.
Will he be able to retain this new grip after the Tar? '^at !
1. Prom an address by Miss Harriet Yittum., Head Resident oi
Northv/estern University Settlement, Chicago, given at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, April 10, 1917.
2. From a personal interview, April 12, 1917.
3. The Crisis, v. 13, p. 296.
4. Ibid, V. 14, pp. 35-36.
5. Ibid, V. 13, p. 190.
6. Taylor, Mrs. Charles F., Greater Hau.pton Patriotic
Movement, in The Chicago Tribuxae, v. 76, No. 114, p. 15.
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effect will the sensational migration to new environments in
Uorfhern cities have on the Kegroes? Will the result "be good
for them? '.Till it he good for the North? Will it he good
for the South? These are open questions. The future will
answer them.
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SECTIOIJ VI
THE UEGHC ITj THE LABOR UlIIOUS
Wherever the L'egroes, either free or slave, have hegun to
enter tr-ides that were composed mostly of white men, they have
met opposition. This has been true especially in the llorth
where the Kegroes have always com; osed a very small pror ortion
of the population. As early as 17C8 the slave m.echanics in
Pennsylvania were so numerous as to make the freemen feel their
competition severely. ''" In several states, both in the I:orth
and in the South, either legislative action or trede organiza-
tions prohibited iJegroes from entering certain trades. This
3
opposition was m.anifested in occasional riots and bloodshed.
Local labor organizations began to form, national unions about
ten years prior to the Civil 7ar, and nearly all of them either
tacitly or in plain words excluded the IJegro from all partici-
4
pation.
Immediately following the Civil ".'ar, officers of the na-
tional Labor Union began to see the necessity of the cooperatior
of the black and v/hite races. In August 19, 1666, an appeal
was made to all 1, borers of every creed, nationality or color,
whether skilled or unskilled, unionist or non-unionist to com>-
5bine to end poverty. The Knights of Laoor, organized in
Philadelphia in 1869, held its first national convention in
1. DuBois. 1. E. B., The Philadel-hia iJegro, p. 141 ff.
2. The Atlanta University Publications, IJo. 17, pp. 3C^36
.
3. DuBois, 'V. E. B.
,
Phe Philadelphia Ilegro, pp. 26-29 and
32.
4. The Atlan^ta University Publications, Ko . 7, p. 154.
5. McMeill, C. E., The Labor Iviovement, The Problem Today,
p. 162.
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1876, and supplanted the national Labor Union. It began the
first really effective cooperation of worlringmen. The or-
ganization grew and was po'.'^erful in uniting all races in one
lahor union. The total nierr.hership probably numbered over half
a million at one time and began to decline about 1681 v/hen the
American Federation of Labor 'was organized on a similar basis
and gradually supplanted the Knights of Labor. These organi-
zations have held strongly for a union of all Isborers, regard-
less of race, and have experienced little difficulty in drawing
Kegroes and Kegro unions into the affiliated organizations.
The greatestopposition that the Legro has met has been from the
local organizations or from trade unions that were not affiliat-
ed with the national organizations."^ The American Federation
formierly refused to admit any union which in its written con-
stitution, excluded IJegroes from, membership. There have been
a very few unions that have practically ignored this rule and i:
Z
yet have affiliated with the American Federation. In a con-
siderable degree the color line has been actually wiped out in
the affiliated organizations. Great unions controlled by
Northern men have insisted on absolute equality for colored
members in the South. Many local unions receive whites and
blacks on equal termiS. However, the national unions often or-
ganize separate unions for both races where the locals have
large numbers of Kegroes. In lo96 the ^^tlantic Federation of
Trades declined to enter the peace jubilee parade because col-
1. The Atlanta University Publications, IJo. 7, pp. 154-156.
2. These are chiefly railroad workers unions.
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ored delegates were excluded."^
In 1697 the national conventional of the American Federa-
tion adopted a resolution conden^ning a reported stiten.ent of
Booker T. 7/ashington that the trades unions were placing ob-
stacles in the way of the material advancement of the Negro,
and reaffirming the declaration of the Federation that it wel-
comed to its ranks all lahor without regard to creed, color,
nationality or race. One delegate from the South declared
that the white people in the South would not submit to the em-
ployment of the llegro in the mills, and that the federal labor
union of which he was a member did not admit Negroes. Presi-
dent Gomipera said that a union affiliated vvith the Federation
had no right to debar the Kegro from membership. At times the
labor leaders have found it advisable to permiit local separate
organizations in the South, for occasionally a local had refus-
ed to admit members on account of color. In such cases an ef-
fort had been made to fom a separate colored union and form a
trades council of both blacks and Vvhites. This plan was us-
ually successful. Yet in some parts of the South more serious
differences had arisen when central bodies chartered by the Fed
eration had refused to receive delegates from local unions of
negroes. In some cases the Federation had been unable to in-
sist that these delegates be received for fear of disrupting
the central bodies. The convention overcame this difficulty
1. The Atlanta University Publications, No. 7, p. 156.
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by amending the constitution to perii.it the executive council to
charter central labor unions as well as local trade and federal
unions, composed exclusively of colored meiLhers when it seemed
practical and necessary.-^
The decade ending in 19C0 marked a period of rapid in-
crease of IJegro membership in the trade unions. The Atlanta
University Publications, v. 7, sums up their special investi-
gations of this period as follows:'^ The trade unions may be
divided into fl) those which receive llegroes freely; (2) those
to which Kegroes never apply; and (3) those which receive Negro
workmen only after pressure. The unions with a considerable
3
IJegro membership are given in the following table:
Wegro membership Total membership
Trade Unions 189C 1900 1901
Journeymen Barber's Inter-
national Union 200 800 8672
International Brick, Tile and
Terra-Cotta Workers' Alliance 50 200 1500
International Broon.-makers ' Union 380
United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners 1000 200C0
Carriage and 7/agon 7/orkers' Inter-
national Union 240 500 2025
Cigar-makers' International Union 33954
Coopers' International Union 200 4481
International Brotherhood of
Stationary Firemen 2700 3600
International Longshoremen's
Association 1500 60C0 20000
United Mine '^orkers of America 20C0C 224000
Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators
and Paper-hangers of America 33 169 280C0
International Seamen's Unior 6161
Tobacco 'Vorkers' Interna':'!
Union 1500 1000 6170
Brotherhood of Operative Plasterers 7000
Bricklayers' and i.lasons' Union 39000
1, 2 and 3. See next page.
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This list fairly represents the trades in which the IJegro
was strongest when he emerged froui slavery and he has held the
same position and hold it today. Most of these unions deny
any color-discrimination altho the secretary of the carpenters
merely said, "Kone that I know of;" the carriage and wagon work-
ers: "Hone that has been reported;" the coopers: "If any, it
was many years ago;" and the painters' secretary: "I do not
know." However, the carpenters and coopers both admit that
local unions could refuse to receive Eegroes, and the carpenters
and plasterers are not certain that the travelling card of a
Negro union man would be recognized by all local unions. More
details could be given but the following summary illustrates ap-
4proximately the order of increasing hostility toward the Negro:
Miners--^elcome I^egroes in nearly all cases.
Longshoremen- -Welcorie IJegroes in nearly all cases.
Cigar-makers--Admit practically all applicants.
Barbers—Admit many, but restrain Kegroes when possible.
3eamen--Admit many, but prefer whites.
Firemen—Admit many, but prefer whites.
Tobacco '.Yorkers—Admit many, but prefer whites.
Carriage and '.7agon Workers--Admit soL-e, but do not seek
Negroes
.
1. Report of Edgerton and Durand in Report of Industrial
Commission, v. 17, pp. 36-37, per Atlanta University Publica-
tions, No. 7, pp. 156-157.
The Atlanta University Publications, v. 7, pp. 158-159.
3. Ibid, p. 158. The number of IJegro members was reported
by the local ur.ions, but the total membership represents the
minimum est imates> li ade by the American Federation of Labor based
on actual fees paid. See the Report of the Industrial Comm.is-
sion.
.4.Thft At1,STllia.JIxUJLeralty Publical;: ions . I^'O. 7. p. 163.
|
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IJegro i^embership Total Membershi
Brick-raakers--Adiiiit soi:e, but do not seek liegroes.
Coopers--Adniit soir.e, but do not seek Negroea.
Broom-raakers--Adc.it some, but do not seek Kegroes
.
Plasterers—Adrr.it freely in South and a few in Korth.
Carpenters--AdiLit many in South, almost none in North.
Masons--Admit many in South, aln.ost none in IJorth.
?ainters--Admit a few in South, alu.ost none in ^.orth.
The national unions that report a few Negro members are given in
the following table :^
Trade Unions
Journeymen Bakers and Confec-
tioners' International Union
International Brotherhood of
Blacksmiths*^
National Association of Blast
Furnace ""orkers and Smelters
of Affierica
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
National Union of United
Brewery Workers
Amalgamated Society of Car-
penters and Joiners
National Society of Coal
Hoisting Engineers
Amalgamated Society of
Engineers
International Union of Steam
Engineers
United Garment '.Yorkers of
America
Granite Cutters National Union
United Hatters of America
"Several"
"Very few"
ICC or more
A few
12
A few
4
"Several"
A few— 1 local
IC
5
Very few
6271
47C0
6037
25000
2500
950
1779
4409
150C0
6500
75C0
1. The Atlanta University Publications, v. 7, p. 164.
At the tiffie these investigations were made the hodcarriers union
was only a local organi:-: i on and was not mentioned. It was
really composed of semi-gkilled laborers with a predominating
Negro membership in all parts of the country. Now the hod-
carriers union is an international organization.
2. The largest blacksmith and repair shop in the state of
Kansas is kept by^ a Ilegro in Atchison. His income is said to
be more than eight thousand dollars a year. See Atlanta Uni-
versity Publications, No. 17, p. 56.
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Trade Unions Negro Membership Total iijerLbership
International Union of Horse Shoers
of United States and Canada ?
Hotel and Restaurant Employees' Inter-
national Alliance and Bartenders
100
2100
2 locals
"Some"
International League of America
Am i 1 -Tamated Association of Iron,
Steel and Tin Workers
Shirt, Waist and Laundry Workers'
International Union
Tube Workers' International Union
Amalganated Meat Cutters and Butcher
Workmen of Korth America A few
International Association of
Allied Metal Mechanics ?,
American Federation of Musicians
Journeymen Tailors' Union of
America
National Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees
International Typographical Union
Watch-case Engravers' International
Association
Wood, Wire and Metal Lathers'
International Union
Amalgamated Association of Street
Railway Employees
Amalgamated Wood Workers' Inter-
national Union of America
10963
"Practically none" 8000
3066
A few--l local
10
10
A few
25-50?
5-10
4500
2400
81C0
9000
3C0C
38991
285
400C
14500
The, following unions report that they have no colored
members
:
Trade Unions ' Eegro liembers Total Membership
Brotherhood of Boilermakers and
Iron Shipbuilders
International Brotherhood of
Bookbinders
International Association of
Car Workers
Ghainmakers' Wational Union of
the U. S. A.
Elastic Goring Weavers' Amalga-
mated Association
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers
International Ladies' Garment
Workers' Union
"Not wanted" 7078
"No record" 3730
"None"
"None" 465
"None in trade" 250
"Not allowed" 7000
"None in trade" 2000
1. DuBois, W. E. B., The Negro Artisan, p. 166-167.
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Trade Union UegTO Menbers Total L^embership
had any"
in trade
"IIo applications"
"Hone in trade"
"Question undecided"
"Hone
"
"IJone admitted"
American Flint Glass Workers'
Union "Uever
Glass Bottle Blowers' Assoeiat ion"lJone
Amalgamated Glass Workers' Inter-
national Association
International Jewelry Workers'
Union of America
Amalgamated Lace Curtain
Operat ives
United Brotherhood of Leather
Workers on Horse Goods
International Association of
Machinists
Metal Polishers, Buffers, Platers,
Brass and Composition Metal
Workers' International Union "Hone"
International Brotherhood of Oil
and Gas Well Workers "Hone"
United Brotherhood of Papermakers"Hone"
Pattern-makers League of Horth A. "Hone"
Piano and Organ Workers Inter-
national Union of America "Hone in trade"
United Association of Journeymen
Plumbers, Gasfitters, Steam-
fitters and Steamfitters ' Helpers"Hjne"
National Association of Operative
Potters "Hone"
International Printing Pressi^en
and Assistants' Union "Ho record"
Order of Railway Telegraphers and
Brotherhood of Commercial
Telegraphers
Brotherhood of ^lilway Trackuen
national Steel and Copper Plate
Printers' Uniun
International Stereotypers and
Elect rotypers Union
Stove counters. Steel Range Work-
ers, and Pattern Fitters and
Filers International Union of
Horth America "Ho legislation"
United Textile Workers of America"Ho applications"
Ceramic, liiozaic and Encaustic Tile
Layers and Helpers' International
Union "Ho applications"
Trunk & Bag Workers Inter-
national Union "Hone"
Upholsterers International Union
of Horth America "Hone"
1400
276
ICCO
3402
3000C
60C0
670
1000
2403
Barred
rt
constit ' t 'n
"Hone known"
"Question not settled
8000
2450
9745
8000
45C0
700
1269
3436
357
234
1400
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Trade Union IJegro Members Total Membership
The American '7ire Weavers Pro- "Would not work
tective Association with Hegro" 226
International '.Vood-carvers
'
Association "IJo applicants"
Grand International Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers Barred by constit't'n 37000
Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen ti fi n 390C0
Brotherhood of Railway Car-men " " "
The Switchn.en*s Union of I^orth
America " " '» 15CCC
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen " " " 150CC
Order of Railroad Conductors '.Vould not be ad'tted 2580C
The Stone Cutters Association Don't admit Kegroes lOOCO
Special Order Clothing-makers
Union "Ilone"
D. A. 3CC, K. of L. (window
glass workers) "Hone"
Custom Clothing Makers' Union "IJone"
The reasons given for discrimination against Negroes vary.
1
Some of them are mentioned below.
"Unfit for the business . "--Telegraphers.
"Not the equals of white men. "--Boiler-makers
.
"Color . "--Electricians , Locomotive Firemen.
"Race prejudice among the rank and file of our n.embers."--
Trainmen.
When asked if these objections would disappear in time, the
answers were:
"Uo."—Locomotive Firemen.
"Eventually; co-operation will come . "--Trainmen.
"We hope so. "--Electricians.
"Uot until prejudice in the South disappears."—Engineers.
"Time makes and works its own changes . "--Boiler-maker s
.
"Think not."—Telegraphers.
1. DuBois, E. B., The Negro Artisan, p. 170.
J
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The general attitude of the Federation of Labor, and even
of the National Unions, has little ii.ore than a moral effect in
the ado.ission of Kegroes to trade unions. The real power of
admission in nearly all cases rest with the local assemblies, by
whose vote any person may be refused, and in a large number of
cases a small m.inority of any local may absolutely bar a person
to whom they object. The object of this is to keep out persons
of bad character or sometimes incOii:petent workmen. In practice,
however, it gives the local or a few of its members a monopoly
of the labor market and a chance to exercise, consciously or un-
consciously, their prejudices against foreigners, or Irishmen,
or Jews, or IJegroes.
The following unions require a majority vote for admission
of any person to the locals:^
Boot and Shoe 77orkers Amalgamiated Engineers
Amalgamated Carpenters Ketal Polishers
Bottle Blowers Stove Mounters
Glass T^^orkers Bakers
'^ood Workers Barbers
Coopers Steam Engineers
Stogie-makers Coal Hoisting Engineers
The wood workers, coal hoisting engineers, and coopers, require
the favorable report of an examining committee in addition.
The following require a two-thirds vote for admission to
the locals:
1. DuBois, W* E. B., The Kegro Artisan, p. 171.
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Brotherhood of Carpenters Sheet ivietal '.Yorkers
Painters Pattern-makers
Tile Layers Tin Plate Workers
Flint Glass Workers BrooUi-n.akers
Iron and Steel Workers
These unions require more than a two-thirds vote for admission:
Electrical 'Vorkers, two-thirds vote, plus one, and examina-
tion.
Molders, two-thirds vote, plus one.
Core-makers, two-thirds vote, plus one.
Boiler-makers, three black halls reject.
Blacksmiths, three black balls reject, tv;o require second
election.
Street Railway Employees, three-fourths vote.
Leather Workers, (horse goods), three black balls reject.
Many of the local unions acknowledged that they could re-
fuse to recognize a travelling card held by a Kegro, although
several said that the action was illegal.
The Atlanta University again made investigations regarding
the position of the Kegro in the trades in 1912. Reports from
seventy-nine cities selected at randomi from the whole country
showed that forty-five had Negro members in one or more of the
local unions and twenty-four had none. A few of these had had
colored members at some previous time, some had refused Negroes
and more had never had Ilegro applicants. A larger numiber of
1. DuBois, W. E. B., The Negro Artisan, p. 172.
2. The Atlanta University Publications, IIo. 17, p. 166.
1
J
7a
unions seem to be opening up to the IJegro and he had gained in
the agregate, although he had lost in sonie unions. The United
Mine Workers of America reported twenty-five thousand colored
menihers; and eighty per cent of the largest local with one thou-
sand five hundred eight members were Negroes."^
Where the Negroes become numerous or skillful enough they
begin to force their way into the uiiions as much as the Italians
or Russian Jews. \7herever IJegroes are prepared, skilled and
energetic the unions have had to take their, in as matter of self-
protection. The liegro is as miUch a part of labor unionismi as
the white man in several great industries^ And in m:ining,
ship-carpentry and many other industries in the South colored
men are admitted into the unions with the whites and they seem
to be guaranteed "the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness" in equal security with the white men.
The IJegro trade unionists have not yet shown the organiz-
ing capacity of some other races. In miost of these cases the
Degrees are being organized by the white m.en not so much for the
protection of the Eegroes themselves as for the protection of
the white workman. If the L'egro is brought to the position of
refusing to work for lower wages than the white man he has taken
4
the most difficult step in organization.
1. The Atlanta University Publications, IJo. 17, p. 63.
2. Stephenson, G. T., Race Distinctions in American Law,
p. 14.
3. Clarke, James B., The IJegro and the Imiaigrant in theTwo
Americas, in the Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Scienc,e, v. 49, p. 36.
4. Commons, J. R., Races and Immigrants in America, p. 51.
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The foregoing facts show that the Katicnal labor leaders
have shown coirjuendable liberality in their attitude toward the
negroes. However, there is room for decided iri:proveu.ent in
this respect on the part of many of the local unions. Their
interests are bound up with the industrial freedom of the Negro
today as surely as the welfare of the free workingmen before the
1
war was affected by slave labor and cooperation is essential.
The Negro and white laborers and mechanics are feeling the ne-
cessity of cooperation and unity and the unions are seeing more
and more the necessity for ^a closer union within the various
labor organizations.*^ It is only a question of tiu.e when white
working men and black working men will see their common cause
against the aggressi ons of exploiting capitalists. IVhite and
black masons are in one union in Atlanta; white and black m.iners
are working in a unit in Alabama and the executive officials of
3
the miners in Alabama consist of four whites and four Kegroes.
In Atlanta about three fourths of the bricklayers are col-
ored but a majority of the carpenters are white. Each race has
its union but most employers attribute greater efficiency to the
4
whites who receive somewhat better pay.
1. Haynes, G. E., The Basis of Race Adjustment, in The Sur-
vey, V. ^9, p. 559.
Z* Tarwick, A. Li., The New Voice in Rave Adjustments, p.
163.
3. "iyashington and Dubois, The Negro in the South, p. 116.
4. Work, M. N., The Negro Year Book 1913, p. ZLb and 1916-
17, p. 14. In some industries the Negro receives equal pay and
in some industries he receives higher pay. The large packing
industries in Kansas City, Kansas, East St. Louis, Illinois, and
other places employ Negroes in the highest paid positions.
Local conditions yary as well as trades and occupations.
J
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The number of l^egroes in New York City labor unions is in-
creasing and as they gain in productive efficiency they will be-
come increasingly important to the world of organized labor.
The fact that the number of Negroes engaged in trade and
transportation and manufacturing and mechanical pursuits doubled
between 189C and 1910 is especially significant for it betokens
an increase of skill on the part of colored people, and shows
that in spite of general beliefs and some opposition of trade
and labor unions to the admission of Negroes into skilled in-
dustries, they are opening the doors to these industries them-
selves on the ground of their own efficiency.'^ As the Negroes
become more numerous in the semi-skilled trades unions they con-
stantly gain greater strength to enter the more highly skilled
labor organizations.
It is necessary to consider the attitude of the Negro to-
ward the union as vvell as the attitude of the union toward the
Negro. Often the Negroes do not enter the unions when they
are repeatedly invited if they see no special advantage in the
3
Union. These cases have usually occurred where comjpetition
was not severe. At times the Negro has been employed as a
1. Ovington, M. W., The Negro in the Trades Unions in New
York, in Tl^e Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science, v. ^1, p. 94-9C .
E. Washington, B. T., Fifty Years of Negro Progress, in
The Forum, v. 55, p. E77.
3. The Atlanta University Publications, No. 17, p. 62.
The barbers of Urbana and Chginpaign have repeatedly been invited
to join the union but have always refused. They also have re-
fused to apply for a separate charter although there is a suf-
ficient number to organize.
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strike-breaker, and again the white unions have struck when
Negroes have been eii.ployea ."^ The problem is seen to be a
double one, (1) to educate the unions to the need of adL-.itting
all qualified IJegroes, and (2) to educate all the Negroes to the
advantage of organization. The largest labor organizations are
in favor of these steps and working for them and conditions are
improving for the Uegroes.
1. The Atlant'i University l-ublicat ions , No. 17, p. 73.
a. Ibid, No. 7, p. 156-157. The Negro Year Book 1916-17,
p. ^99,
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SECTIOIi VII
THE POSITION OF UEGRO WOMEN IE THE INDUSTRIAL FIELD
The colored "Mammy" was one of the most important individ-
uals on the Southern plantations during the time of slavery.
She had the training in the proverbial "trade school" of every
plantation, that prepared her for cooking, sewing, nursing and
other domestic occupations.
The colored girls chosen for this training were selected
fron. among the highest and brightest classes. The dullest
ones were worked in the fields. Those selected for domestic
training Vi/ere frequently employed as ladies' maids, private
seamstresses, special nurses or for other selected service.
Because of the close personal contact with the whites they often
absorbed a considerable amount of their learning, in addition to
1
the skill which they possessed in their respective occupations.
,
It has been said that the black hands of the Negro had cookJ'
I
ed the food, nursed the babies, cared for the homes and borne
other burdens in the South for which a great debt was due the
2
colored race.
While it is true that the South is indebted to the Negro,
it is also true that the Negro is indebted to the South. But
many of the colored women that grew up after emancipation had
not the advantages of the training that had made their mothers
1. Kelsey, Carl, The Negro Farmer, p. £4 , and Ovington,
M. W., Half a iian, p. 152.
2. Packard, George, A Civic Problem and a Social Duty, The
Survey, v. 29, p. 576.
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the coveted "iiiamrriies" of the South. In addition to the lack of
training there developed a careless and independent attitude
among many of the colored girls. Their interests were less
hound up with those of the "Missus" and their conduct gave evi-
dence of their attitude. They frequently were careless and
playful lil^e overgrown children and did little work unless they
were driven to it. If they were sent to clean a room, start a
fire or do some other small household duty, it was necessary to
follow them and direct them in every little detail in order to
he sure that the work was done well. They would not mind well
and when reprimanded would laugh as tho they considered the
1
whole matter a joke and say that they meant nothing wrong.
In recent years the situation has changed somewhat, hut
many of the female domestics of the South are still untrained
and incompetent servants. The writer's experience in Southern
Illinois and Kentucky showed that many of the white women were
irritated and displeased with the inefficiency of colored girls.
Many of them could not be trusted to do ordinary work in the
kitchen without almost constant supervision, and the general
opinion seemed to oe that the colored girls that now available
are inferior to those a generation ago.
But where the colored girls have had domestic school train-
ing they are making good. The Boston Trade School for Girls
reports that the year that institution was organized, its en-
rollment included somie Kegro girls and their number steadily in-
1. Kelsey, Carl, The I^egro Farmer, p. ^5.
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creased until twenty-eight were attending during the fifth yeer.
Therehad been eighty-six Uegro girls in a total enrollment of
nine hundred sixty-one during the five year period ending in
19C9 . This is nine per cent or four times the proportion of
Negroes in the population of Boston. I^Ir. Daniels, in his study
of Boston IJegroes says that this particular rate of increase
may be accepted as typical of the general n-ove for improvement
in this direction."'" The records of a representative number of
colored girls who had attended the school six months or more
showed that of eleven who had attended the dressmaking depart-
ment from six to nineteen months, only two showed no marked
progress, while two advanced from "poor" to "good," four from
"fair" to good," and three from "good" to "very good" and "ex-
cellent;" that all subsequently obtained positions in the dress-
making trade, and at the end of from six months to four years,
all but one showed wage increases averaging two dollars and
,
fifteen cents a v/eek, and several had received an increase of
four dollars a week. The presence of the Kegro girls at the
Boston Trade School for Girls gave r se to no friction and some
of them carried their practical education higher into the class-
es in dressmaking, millinery, and handwork at the '.'/omen's Edu-
cational and Industrial Union. Here, also,, the colored girls
are reported to be doing well. They cause no embarrassmient
2
and are able to obtain good positions without much difficulty.
1. Daniels, Joh, In Freedom's Birthplace, pp. 381-382.
2. Ibid, pp. 379-381.
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In Philadelphia there have been few opportunities for
Negro girls to receive domestic training, but many are realiz-
ing that this training is necessary if they wish to compete
with white domestics."^
It is coming to be recognized more and more that the ser-
vant problem in both the Horth and the 3outh will have to be
handled locally by each comii.ur.ity. It has been suggested that
housekeepers unite to work out the servant problem and to en-
courage domestic science work among liegro women. In this con-
nection it is pointed out that in almiOst all the Southern cit-
ies the facilities for teaching domestic science work are bet-
ter in the public schools for whites than in the public schools
for Negroes.
In Rock Hill, South Carolina, an attemipt is being made to
solve the servant problem by establishing a school for Negro
servants. The public schools of the town in cooperation with
the Rock Hill Gas Company have equipped a model kitchen to
facilitate the teaching of domestic science. Only the work-
ing class of colored girls and women nre admitted. The
course is free and is designed to enable workers to earn better
wages as well as to produce better servants.
The Atlanta, Georgia, Woman's Club, thru its conjuittee of
domestic science has inaugur=ited a cooking school for Negro
cooks. The Gate City Free Kindergarten Association, an or-
ganization of representative Negro w;men, is cooperating in the
l.DuBois, W. E. B.,The Philsdelphia Negro, p. 507.
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iLOveii^ent and assisting by furnishing food stuffs used in the
demonstrations. 'Yhen the school was opened fully a thousand
colored women sought admittance but the capacity of the hall
lirfiited the number to eight hundred. A group of housekeepers
of the comiriunity representing some of Atlanta's prominent club
women were present in the assembly. They seem to realize that
a general cooperation of housekeepers is necessary if the move-
ment to train colored domestic service is to result in general
efficiency among colored servants."^
The persistence of Ilegro wom.en engaged in doiLestic and per-
sonal service in liewYork City has been studied by Ivlr. Haynes.
His results are typical, are given in the following table:
Length of Service for eight hundred two Kegro 'Nomen in Oc-
cupations of Personal and Domestic Service in Kew York City:
L'o. Per Cent
Under three months 149 18.6
Prom three to five months 171 21.3
From six to eleven months 193 24.1
One year to one year eleven
months 132 16.7
Two years to two ye-irs eleven
months 42 5.2
Three years and over 72 9.0
Kot stated 41 5.1
802 100.0
1. The IJegro Year Book, 1916-17, p. 9.
2. Haynes, 'G. E. , The L'egroes at 7ork in Uew York City,
p. 84-85.
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The records of some of the seventy-two who remained in
one place of service for three or u.ore years show that five re-
mained four years; two, four and a half years; nine, five years;
three, six years; four, seven years, two, eight years; one,
twelve years; three, fifteen years; and one, "eighteen years
off and on.""'"
Some investigations hy Jsabel Eaton in the Seventh 7/ard,
the IJegTO District of Philadelphia, give the service periods
of five hundred ninety-one colored woicen. Four hundred thir-
teen of these won.en served less than five years with an average
service period of three and a half years. The remaining one
hundred aeventy-eight women served during periods ranging from
five to thirty-five years, the average heing six years and
2
eight months.
Allowances must always be made for the opinions and dis-
positions of employers. lur* Haynes .investigations in Kew York
City gave the answers of the former employers of eight huadred
two llegro women. The results are in favor of the colored do-
mestic and are sufficed up in the following table:
1. Haynes, G. E., The Kegroes at 7/ork in Hew York City,
p. 64-85.
2. DuBois, W. E. ^. The Philadelphia llegro, p. 477.
3. Haynes, G. E., The Uegro at 7ork in Hew York City, pp.
86-67.
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Answers Capable Sober or temperate Honest
Ko. Percent Ko. Per Cent Wo. Per Cent
Very 204 25.4 71 8.8 226 28.2
Yes 473 59. 657 82. 504 62.9
Fairly so 84 10.5 1 .1 3 .4
So far as I
know or I think
so 4 .5 52 6.5 57 7.1
1^0 17 2.1 4 0.5 6 .7
Decidedly IIo2 .3
Hot stated 18 2.2 17 2.1 6 ^
Totals 802 100.0 802 100.0 802 100.0
Public opinion often considers colored won.en incoir.petent
and unsatisfactory, and sometirLes such estimates are correct.
But the above results signed by a representative number of dis-
interested former employers show that the majority of L'egro
women engaged in domestic and personal service are capable,
temperate, and honest, and remain with one employer a reason-
able length of time. The results are even more significant
when the shifting conditions of city life, the mobility of
such wage-earners and the weak tenure of domestic snd personal
service in a nodern city, are taken into considerat ion."*"
2
Investigations of Isabel Eaton in Philadelphia give opin-
ions of fifty-five enployers to the effect that the blacks were
preferred, both in regard to service and in the attitude toward
1. Haynes, G. E. , The ITegro at ^Vork in Hew York City, p. &S
2. Reported in The Philadelphia Kegro
,
p. 464 by E. B.
DuBois.
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the eii.ployer, in nearly all cases.
Opinions
Whites give Blacks more lio difference Ihites more neat
better service neat15 20 2
Blacks stay as long 'Whites stay Blacks give ho difference
or longer longer tetter service
10 7 11 14
Nearly all of the fifty-five employers had had experience with
both black and white servants.
The one who thot that whites did better work employed col-
ored servants, but stated that she did so because they looked
more like servants.
The general opinion of the employers was that the Uegro
domestics were "more willing and obliging" than white servants.
Some who had employed colored domestics for a number of years
said that there is much more to them than people think. The
opinions of the small number of employers have little or no
statistical value, but they do have a very practical value.
They show that colored servants are like other human beings.
Some are trustworthy, and others are not; some are perfectly re-
liable and others quite the opposite. The whole nuii.ber of col-
ored domestics cannot be classed together.
The colored women are restricted chiefly to domestic ser-
vice and they do quite as well economically as white girls of
similar efficiency.'" Their services are more and more in de-
1. DuBois, '.7. E. B., The Philadelphia 1 egro
,
pp. 484-69.
2. Emlen, 'John T., The Movement for the Betterment of the
Negro in Philadelphia, Annals of the American Academy of Politi-
cal and Social Science, v. 49, p. 89.
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mand in domestic occupitions,"^ and the census returns show that
in a majority of states there are nore colored people in do-
niestic service than in any other occupation. In Pennsylvania
over ninety-one per cent of the colored workingmen are engaged
in domestic service.
The Eegro domestics in Evanston, Illinois seem to be gain-
ing over the Swedes, their chief competitors, according to Mr.
3
H. B. Knowlton who was mentioned in a previous section. The
Evanston Country Cluh and the Evanston Golf Glut) employ colored
dining service exclusively.
Throughout the Horth Begro women are eagerly sought for do-
4
mestic service since the recent L'egro migration northward.
There are also new openings for colored women in factories whict
5
are really creating another field for their services.
;
Some examples of genuine heroism, are found in the economic
struggle of Uegro women. Their interest in cluhs and accom- :
plishmiCnts at home are quite persistent, to say nothing of theii
6
influence over their husbands.
There are a number of Kegro Women's Clubs, one example be-
ing The National Association of Colored Tom.en. iviany of these
1. Wright, R. R., Jr., The Eegro in Unskilled Labor, Annals
of the American Acade^ny of Political and Social Science, v. 49,
p . 24 .
a. LuBois, W. S. B., The Philadelphia Liegro, pp. 427-29.
3. Mr. Knowlton is the Illinois State lianager of the Trav-
ellers Insurance Company, one of the largest underwriters of in-
dustrial insurance in the United States.
4. Editorial in The Survey, v. 38, Eo. 1, p] . 27-28.
5. Industrial Eev/s, The Crisis, v. 13, p. 296.
6. Washington, Mrs. B. T., Are We Making Good, The Inde-
pendent, V. 64,^ p. 22.
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clubs have departn^ent s devoted to industrial couditions, child-
ren's work, iiothers' meetings, education and other sin.ilar
matters, and they are a source of great benefit not only to the
1
woii.en themselves but also to the whole colored communities.
1. The Ilegro Year hoc'k, 1916-17, pp. 39C-4CC. Daniels,
John, In Freedom's Birthplace, pp. ^C3-<dl4. (This means what
it says )
.
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SECTIOIJ VIII
A STUDY OF THE I^EGIiOES IB URBAIJA Al^D CHAMPA IGIJ
The twin cities, Urbana and Champaign, have a population
1
of twenty-two thousand five hundred twenty-one. The Ilegroes
constitute six and fourteen hundredths of this number. The pro
portion of Kegroes is much smaller than that in many of the
southern cities of sin.ilar size, but it is typical of the north-
ern cities in general.
The investigations .vere made by the writer during the col-
lege year of 1916 and 1917. The information was received from
the United Charities Association, the Truancy Officer, the Pro-
bation Officer, the School Nurse and reports of special work
done by the Women's Christian TeLperance Union, the Young Men's
Christian Association and of some other work done by individuals
Personal house to house visits were made among colored families
to determine the econon ic conditions as they really exist in
this community. Personal interviews with colored men to ob-
tain their story of their own efforts furnished a valuable and
interesting part of the investigations.
Reports from all of the banks and practically all of the
Loan Associations give the estimate of these business houses of
the thrift of the IJegro.
All of the business concerns that employ a large number of
laborers were interviewed to learn their position regarding col-
ored labor, and their reasons for that position.
1. Report 'of the school census of the sumn.er of 1916.
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The local labor unions were investigated to ascertain the
place that the Uegroes hold in the various trades.
Special invest igat ions 'of the experience of the University
fraternity and sorority houses and of the hotels regarding the
Negroes' efficiency as cooks, helpers and miscellaneous laborers
gave some significant results.
I. Inforn.ation Derived from the Records of the Twin
Cities United Charities Association.
The records of the Twin Cities United Charities Association
for the past two years are quite complete. " The reports here
given are for the year 1916.
The total number of families cared for was six hundred
seventy-eight, of which two hundred fifteen or forty-six and
forty-four hundredths per cent were Kegro es . Each monthly re-
port gave approximately the san.e proportior as the total num-
ber. The number receiving aid is always much larger in the
winter than in the summer. The six hundred seventy-eight
cases reported represent nearly twice the actual number of dif-
ferent families receiving aid. It is the summary of the
monthly reports, which figures one family as two or three
fam.ilies if they had received aid during two or three months of
the year, etc. The field worker, a trained expert, makes all
reports, determines causes for requiring charity, and conducts
the work of the organization in an accurate and comprehensible
manner.
Various causes, as accident, sickness, death, etc., were
given as contributing to the failure of these families and their
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subsequent need of charity. But since many of these causes do
not really represent the industrial ability of the workers they
are not considered here. Thus, a rran might ue earning suffi-
cient to keep his family in fairly good econoir.ic condition, but
leave them with no resources in the event of accident, sickness
or death reu.oving him and stopping his earnings.
However, idleness, incompetence, insufficient earnings and
unemployment represent very directly the economic ability of
the bread winner. The figures show that: of the total nuir.ber
receiving aid because of idleness, the IJegroes constituted thir
ty-seven and one half per cent; of the total number receiving-
aid because of incompetency, the llegroes constituted sixteen
per cent; of the total niunber receiving aid because of insuffi-
cient earnings, the Negroes constituted fifty-three and forty-
four hundredths per cent; and of the total number receiving aid
because of unemployment, the llegroes constituted fifty-eight
and forty-nine hundredths per cent. Since forty-six and forty^
four hundredths per cent of the total number of families re-
ceiving charity were colored, it is seen that the Kegro furnish-
ed eight and ninety-four hundredths per cent less than his pro-
portion for idleness; thirty and forty-four hundredths per cent
less than his p.roportion for incom.pet ence ; seven per cent more
than his proportion for insufficient earnings; and twelve and
five hundredths per cent more than his proportion for unemiploy-
ment •
These causes were determined by the field expert, after
the cases had been adequately investigated. Thus, if the
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breadwinner failed to make an honest effort to earn when a job
was secured for him, idleness was given as the cuase; if he
worked hard but failed to do the work in a manner that was sat-
isfactory to his employer, he was incoi/.petent ; if he was unable
tosupport his family on his wages, tn.: cause as insufficient
earnings, even when employed; and if he filled efficiently the
position secured for him by the field expert, the cause for his
previous poverty was given as unemployment. The causes were
quite distinct altho they indicate that the majority of white
families who receive charity are the more abnormal members of
their race, the idlers and the incompetent and inefficient
classes, while it is a large army of the more nearly normal
Hegroes who are charity recipients. The Megroes furnish six
and fourteen hundredths per cent of the total population and
forty-six and forty-four hundredths of the population receiving
charity, or thirty-nine and seven hundredths per cent more than (
their proportion of the entire population.
These results seem to indicate: first, that the IJegro is
not a shirker; second, that he is less incompetent than the
white man in his same class; third, that he receives a smaller
wage than his white co-laborer; and fourth, that the labor mar-
ket does not demand his labor as readily as it does that of the
white man. The IJegroes are in poverty largely because they are
engaged in the kind of work which is irregular and in which
wages are low. There are few skilled workmen among them.
They are mostly day laborers engaged in seasonal or casual em-
ployment. It is significant that insufficient wages claimed
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the largest numuer of charity recipients; unemployment, the
second largest number; incompetence a n.uch smaller number; and
idleness only a few. This would indicate a preponderance of
Negroes in the classes of insufficient v*ages -^nd unemployment.
The school nurse found that more Uegro families live under
poor economic conditions, but they make almost as gocd health
records as the whites. In fact, the records that they make
are quite remarkable When compared with those of white families
living under similar conditions.
The Truancy Officer finds a greater proportion of truancy
because of economic troubles au.ong the liegroes than among the
whites, but thinks they make a better showing under similar
conditions. They seem to be in earnest and they manifest
greater presistence in adverse circumstances.
The Probation Officer has had only two I^egro children in
several months, and they v.'ere orphans; but hardly a day passes
without one or more Ahite children needing attention. The ec-
onomic condition of the liegro is probably worse, but it does
not react to make the juveniles more delinquent.
The President of the Domestic Science department of the
Woman's Club thinks there are about as many colored cooks and
domestics, as there are white; and they are as faithful and ef-
ficient in the same circumstances.
The Secretary of the 'Women's Christian Temperance Union
work among the ^.egroes reports that they found a larger number
of educated colored people than they expected, when they began
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their work among them. They work to improve the domestic life
and many of the colored people have school certificates and
teachers' diplomas, and are anxious to assist their own race.
The Secretary thinks that usually colored help is preferable
if it is as well trained. It is probably more difficult to
find adequately trained colored helj. for they are more ignorant
in many ways and consequently less able to go ahead and assume
the responsibility of the house work, but they are more likely
to do the work as directed when they do understand.
II. U'egro Labor in Hotels.
The Beardsley Hotel has employed colored cooks for a num-
ber of years. They are regarded by the management as prefer-
able to whites for they try to please when they learn the work,
and can be depended upon. The chief cook has been there
several years, and when he leaves a colored cook will take his
place.
The Inman Hotel has employed both white and colored cooks
and finds them equally efficient but has received better satis-
faction from liegro porters than from white porters.
The Columbian Hotel has employed both Negroes and whites
as cooks and at other work. There is very little difference
in the efficiency of the two races, but the I\iegro is more in-
clined to become careless after he has worked a few months and
feels quite sure of his job. For this reason they often are
less persistent in holding a position than the whites.
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The Illinois Hotel has employed both races as cooks, help-
ers and porters. The Negroes are as good as the whites.
The Hamilton Hotel is run on the Jiuropean plan with no board
ing department. Hegroes have been employed as porters but they
are considered independable and are not employed when whites are
available.
The Burnham Hospital employs colored cooks and considers
them better than white cooks.
The culinary work at the hospital is similar to that at the
hotels, and for this reason it is classified with the hotels.
The total number of places investigated is six, of which three
preferred colored help, two preferred white help and one found
equal satisfaction in the two races.
III. The Reports of the Fraternity and the Sorority
Houses of the University of Illinois on the Efficiency of
Uegroes as Cooks, 'Waiters and Porters."^
A. Fraternities . There are fifty fraternity houses in the
University neighborhood that have boarding facilities. The re-
ports given represent the actual experience of the fraternities
with hired domestic help, and are summarized in the following
table
;
1. The fraternities that employed colored help employed
men and women in nearly equal numbers, but the sororities em-
ployed only colored women. The information was received by
interviews directly with the chaperon, matron, commissary, or
some other officer. In some cases several officers and other
members were interviewed. When the purpose of the data was
made known the officer interviewed would often voluntarily give
the experience of his or her respective organization with color-
ed domestics. In some cases it was necessary to ask several
questions, but' all of the persons interviewed seemed glad to
supply the information, and the results are significant.
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Had employed both Colored only Whites only
Colored better 11 3
White better 6
Ho difference 15
Didn't know 15
Totals 32 3 15
Seventy per cent had had experience with colored cooks and
domestics, and forty-three per cent of these reported equal re-
sults from both races; forty per cent preferred colored, and
seventeen per cent preferred white domestics.
Of the six fraternities that preferred whites, four said
that Megroes were "dirty;" one, independent and careless; and
one, that they "got drunk." One of those who preferred
Negroes said that they were, "easy to please;" another said that
"they were the best we ever had;" and still another said that
the Kegroes "deliver the goods better, try to suit better and
are less independent than whites."
One of the fraternities that preferred Ilegroes said that,
"the white family fed off them all the time," and another said
that the white cooks were independent and careless.
One fraternity has employed Uegro cooks for seventeen years
one for seven, one for six, and others for about the same lengtt
of time.
B. Sororities . There are sixteen sororities having
boarding facilities and ten of these had employed colored cooks.
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Two of these found no difference between the two races; seven
preferred colored cooks and ' one preferred whites.
One of the sororities reported that the blacks and whites
did not work well together. One. said that the colored woman
was a good cook but she was' dirty. Another reported that the
entire domestic force for ten years had been colored, they were
satisfactory in every way and considered better than whites.
Another sorority reported that colored help h;^d always been em-
ployed and they feared that they would have to resort to white
help for the colored cook was growing very old.
It is interesting to note that the same objections are
offered to both races which proves the individuals not the races
to be inefficient.
IV. Business Houses, Railroads and Other Concerns that
Employ Many Laborers.
;
The reports of eight employers of labor in the twin cities
show eleven hundred one men employed of whom two hundred twenty-
seven or twenty-one per cent are Negroes. Six per cent of the
population of the twin cities are Negroes, which gives them [
nearly three and a half times their proportion of laborers.
However, the majority of these are in unskilled occupations.
Three of the eight employers emfloyed Negroes only when
they could get no other workers,' and gave as their reasons,
"slow and must be driven,'' "independable," and "whites will
not work with theip'.' One other company reported the Negroes
as, "slow and 'unsteady, " while four found them satisfactory.
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In all cases equal pay was given for equal work, and one of the
railroad shops employs several skilled IJegro workmen.
V. Reports of Contractors on Uegro Labor.
The eight leading contractors in the twin cities reported
at times as many as three thousand one hundred ninety laborers,
of whom fifteen hundred fifty or foty-eight and five tenths per
cent are Negroes. Three of the smallest employers whose crews
aggregated only one hundred eighty-five men preferred whites
and gave as their reasons, the Kegroes "don't work as v;ell;"
"are undependable ; " "require a boss and can't think, but are as
good as foreigners."
The other five contractors preferred Hegroes for laborers.
One of the larger employers said that the Negroes are better
workers, more easily pleased, are content to do work that whites
will not do, and learn a considerable degree of skill quite
easily. Another large contractor said that the Negroes were
much better than the foreigners.
VI. The Negroes in the Labor Unions.
The Negroes consititute more than half of the local Hod-
carriers Union which is well organized in the twin cities, and
there are a few in the Plasterers' Union. They have been re-
presented in the Carpenters and some of the other Builders'
Unions but these have no colored members now.
The Barbers' Union has repeatedly invited the colored bar-
bers to ^oin, but they refuse to do this and also refuse to or-
ganize a separate union. Some of the best barber shops in the
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twin cities are colored shops, but they seem to hold off because
they wish to keep longer hours and to keep prices lower.
VII. The Extent of iJegro Business with the B^nks and with
the Building and Loan Associations.
A. Banks. This information was received from the bank
officers themselves and repj^resents the general position accredit
ed the Hegro by the banking interest of the twin cities. The
twelve banks have a total of five hundred twenty Uegro customers,
and the numbers range from one to two hundred in the following
order: one, four, five, five, ten, twenty, twenty-five, twenty-
five, twenty-five, one hundred, one hundred, two hundred. One
bank said that Negro customers were "good;'' five said "satis-
factory;" four said "not so good as whites;" the bank having
four Uegro customers said, "their business is negligible;" and
the bank with one l^egro custoiLer said, "they don't do business
here .
"
There is no race discrimination made but one bank thinks
that Negroes should run their own business houses and do business
among themselves. Another said that the Negroes are just like
other customers , "some are good and some are bad." In two dif-
ferent banks one hundred ten i^egroes had invested fairly satis-
factory saving accounts.
B. Building and Loan Associations . There are seven Build-
ing and Loan Associations, and all but one do business with Negro
customers. That one "never did business with Negroes for they
are such slow pay and so uncertain. They sometimes apply but
are always refused."
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,
One of the companies has thirty-three and a third per cent
Eegro customers; one has twenty-five per cent; and another h-is
five per cent; the other three have a few. une said that Liegro
customers are Just as safe and reliable; one finds thera not so
good as whites, but makes no discrimination; one finds them sat-
isfactory, hut is more careful of colored securities; one finds
them satisfactory, hut restricts their customers' to property
owners; one has ahont one per cent colored and finds them like
children for they don't understand obligations and when they get
into difficulties, they can't get out; one has a very few old
customers, but refuses them now for they l:iave found IJegro cus-
tomers unreliable.
VIII. 6ome iiixamples of successful I'legroes in the
i'win Cities.
This list of names was given by a prominent barber who has
been successful both in a financial and a professional way. The
men were interviewed and gave the following reports.
B— has been a chef for nineteen years at i3--ilotel and is
entirely satisfactory. ne worked hard and saved, has property
and thinks other IJegroes could do as well if they put thrift into
their work.
U--, a grocer, worked a number of years for one concern and
saved enough to buy property. Ke attributes his success to sav-
ing and hard work. Color made very little difference with him,
and he thinks other colored people could do better by sacrific-
ing more and "missing more good times" as he did.
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J--, a "barber, carr:e to Champaign fifteen yevirs ago with his
father, and now is with him ir +-he barber business and owns pro-
perty, obtained by hard work and saving.
"N-" is running a panatorium and began with nothing but de-
termination, and he saved. Color made no difference with him.
He began at six dollars a week, quit that for a better job and is
now a property owner. Othei* liegroes are too shiftless to suc-
ceed better.
R--, a physician and surgeon in Champaign, says that color
discrimination never gave him much trouble, altho it is worse
here than in i^lissouri and in Danville where he practiced before
coming here. He thinks color is the main cause for i^egroes not
doing better, tho perhaps they are slower to qualify for better
positions.
E
—
, a barber, has been in business in Champaign five years.
He says color might m&'ke a little difference, but his trade is
practically all white and he thinks the main reason why so rany
Kegroes do not succeed is because they do not work hard with a
determination like he did.
D--, a barber in Champaign, began with nothing and was de-
termined to succeed. He worked and saved and now owns property.
He says Negroes fail to succeed because they are careless anu
don't improve opportunities.
F
—
, a barber, came to Champaign about fifteen years ago
with only clothes on his back. Now he owns his hom^e and the
building in which his barber shop is located. He employs about
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eight barbers. He says all I^'egroes could do as well if they
would save, for he did it thru thrift and work.
Gr--keeps a panatoriuic. He says that color never made any
difference with him. He began with nothing, worked for what he
got, saved and now owns property and runs his own business.
Others fail to succeed for lack of thrift, in large part.
P— runs a panatorium. He worked for several years as
fireman in an engine room, then began his own business with his
savings. He worked hard and saved and sees no reason why others
could not do as well. Color has not seemed to handicap him, al-
tho it probably does some.
The IJegroes in the twin cities seem to belong largely to the]
class of unskilled laborers. A sanitary survey made by students
from, the University of Illinois indicates that they are in the
main quite mobile and do not remain in one place long enough to
succeed very well if other conditions were favorable.
Those who have succeeded and become thrifty if not partially^
independent business men attribute their success to simple "hard
j
work and saving" and not to any special advantages.
Practically .all persons connected with social service work
among the local Legroes think that they do remarkably well under
the circumstances.
Discrimination offers no great handicap here, either in bus-
iness or em:ployment . Some of the banks and a majority of the
boarding houses help and encourage and appreciate the Segroes.
The University clubs offer special opportunities for cooks and
domestics.

IOC
The largest contractors prefer iiegroes to any other Iqhor
and the unions offer no serious object icns and in some cases, as
the barbers, would be glad to have i^egro members.
The Kegroes seem to have many general and a few special ad-
vantages, as the cooperation of University speakers. Young Iten's
Christian Association, Woman's Christian Temiperance Union, and
other organizations, and if they fail to advance they will do it
in the face of many opportunities to do so.
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SECTION IX
CONCLUSIONS
The Black Man had many achievements recorded in his favor
hefore emancipation,-^ and the question naturally arises, ''Have
the Kegroes improved?" Many persons declare that they have not
But in general, where they have been brought into contact with
the stronger race under conditions in which they derived aid,
they have in certain directions improved; where they have lack-
ed this stimulating influence, as in sections of the country
where this association has steadily diminished, they have often
failed to advance.*^
The South is awakening to the fact that the Colored people
have not received justice and m.ore just and lioeral policies
are beginning to follow altho there is still a great deal to be
3desired in this respect.
It has often been said that the South is the place for the
Hegro. There he survives, there he has natural advantages and
there he is needed,"^ but the investigations in Ijew York City
show that fromi the early days of the ;'Outch Colony the Ijegro has
had a place in the laboring life of that community. While
most of the wage-earners have been engaged in domestic and per-
sonal service occupations, available figures warrant the infer-
1. Brown, lilliam "'ells, The Black Lian, in his list of
fifty-three Negroes' success.
ii. Page, T. K., The K^gro: the Southerner's Problem, p.
279.
3. Villard, Oswald Garrison, The Race Problem, The IJation,
V. 99, pp. 738^40.
4. Alexander, W. T., History of the Colored Race in America
p. 477.
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ence that the Wegro is slowly but surely overcoL.ing his handi-
caps of inefficiency, prejudice and con.pe t it ion, and is widen-
ing his scope of employment year by year. The verdict based
upon a large Dody of evidence is that, judged by the testimony
of eii.ployers as to the len£:th of tiu^e en.ployed, the capability,
sobriety and honesty of the v.orkers, Negroes furnish a reliable
supply of employees thnt need only be justly ajpraised to be ap
predated."^
The variety of the many small business establishments in-
dicates further tJa^Lt ^the initiative of the I.egro in using every
available opportunity for economic independence. Some of the
proprietors ?iad early ambitions for business careers and worked
hard and saved carefully from siiall wa^es th:it they might rise
from the class of employed to that of en ployers
.
Much has been said regarding the Ilegro's having lost the
monopoly of northern industries which he once held. In such
considerations the proportion of Negro population must alv;ays
be considered. In Atlanta, one of the leading comn.ercial
centres of the South, -here over thirty-five per cent of the
male workers are Kegroes, the colored men mis-ht well be ex-
pected to mionopolize certain trades; but in Mew York City,
where the number of liegroes is less than two per cent of the
total numijer of males engaged in gainful occupations about the
same proportion as the entire northern section, the control of
even a single industry by the colored people would be almost if
1. Kaynes, G. E., The lie^^ro at Tork in IJew York City, p.
145.
2. I Did , r . 14 7
.
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not altogether impossible. investigations in Dew lork City in
19C0, gave the following results for four occupations:-^
Oeoupjtions i^iumber of persons engaged
7/aiters 31,^11
Barbers 12,022
Janitors 6,184
Bootblacks 2,648
Total 52,065
In 1900 there were only twenty thousand three hundred
ninety-five Negro males engaged in gainful occupations in Kew
York City, less than two-thirds the numbers of waiters alone.
If they doiiiinated the field of waiters, they must abandon the
razor, and there are not enough colored boys, could they be
mustered in a body, to black the boots of Greater New York.
With any ordinary consideration of the situation, one cannot
but recognize that the Negro as a labor factor in New York is
comparatively insignificant from the view point of numbers.
Yet in a study of more than fifteen of the occupations in do-
mestic and personal service^ from laborers to trained nurses^ in
New York City the Negro furnished more than three times his pro-
portion of the numbers, and in only six of these did he fall be-
low his proportion.*^ Again, the Negroes of New York not only
belong in a great measure to the untrained classes, but all
common laborers are handicapped to a great extent by the large
number of foreigners, who coif.pete for this class of employment.
1. Ovington, M, W., Half a Man, pp. 76-79.
2. Ibid, p. 80.
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For this reason it would seem that Wew York would not only
offer the ilegroes no peculiar advantages hut would even offer
greater ohstacles for them to overcome than would many other
cities.^
The census reports for 1910 and also for 1900 give several
per cent higher proportions of Kegroes than of whites engaged
in gainful occupations.'^
But one of the most hopeful indications of progress for
the ITegroes is the large number of voluntary religions, henefi-
cial and insurance societies whose membership is limited to
those of their own color.
Begro schools are not maintained hy the Megroes themselves
altho Kegroes are increasing the proportion which they bear of
4
the expense for their education. Ko matter how or where edu-
cated, Negro men and women must come to the rescue of the race
in the effort to get and secure its better industrial footing.
Just now the need is not so much for the common industrial
workers as for leaders who can draw plans, take contracts,
manage scientific farming, operate machinery and lead in skillec
5
occupations
.
Some writers attribute the lower economic and social posi-
tion of the Negro race wholly to inh o rojat racial characteris-
tics which can never be overcome because they are inherent.
1. Ovington, M. W. , Half a Man, p. 101.
2. Suimnary in Negro Year Book 1916-17, p. 296.
3. Commons, J. R., Races and Immigrants in America, p. 50,
quoted. from Atlanta University Publications, Nos. 3 and 8.
4. Weatherford, .V. D., Present Forces in Negro Progress,
pp. 126 ff.
5. Washington, B« T.^The F of the American Negro, p.^f
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Others like Professor Fran^ Boaz of Harvard go to the other ex-
treme and say that there is no proof that the l^egro type is in-
ferior except that it seems possible that perhaps the race would
1
not produce quite so many men of highest genius as other races.
The truth probably lies between these two extremes. The Negro
race has not had the restraints, rewards and punishments of a
highly developed public opinion to the extent of many other
races. Without the effects of social evolution we would all
be naked savages and dumb brutes. Neither inherited character-
istics nor social evolution alone can account for the retarda-
tion or the advancement of a race.
The American Negroes have advanced further in fifty years
than Germany did during the eight centuries between Julius
Caesar and Charlemagne. Of course this progress is due large-
ly to their contact with civilization, and whatever it may fail
to show in regard to powers of organization, it is at least evi-i
dence of powers of assimilation.
The Federal Census Bureau in a recent summary gives the
value of Negro farm property at one billion one hundred forty-
two million dollars or one hundred sixteen dollars and twenty
cents per capita for each wegro in the United States. Some
other Negro accomplishments may be seen in the fact that there
1. Boaz, Frank, Race Problems in the United States, The
Atlanta University Publications, No. 2C, p. 106.
2. Finot, Jean, Race Prejudice, p. 316.
7>, Reported by Booker T. Washington in Fifty Years of Negro
Progress, The Formr., v. 55, pp. 269-79.
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were five hundred fifty Megro Churches in 1663, valued at one
million dollars and thirty-six thousand four hundred twenty-one
in 19C6, valued at fifty-six million, six hundred thirty-six
thousand one hundred fifty-nine dollars; two thousand business
concerns in 1663, and forty-three thousand in 1913 with an
annual volume of one hillion dollars worth of business; forty-
eight banks cpaitalized at one million six hundred thousand dol-
lars doing an annual business of twenty million dollars; Kegroes
have 'contributed over twenty-four million dollars for schools in
the past fifty years, and from nine to ten million dollars to
colored Fraternal Societies. They edit and publish f,our hundred
newspapers and periodicals. They own one hundred insurance
companies, three hundred drug s'tores, and over twenty thousand
grocery and other stores. There are also fifty thousand
Kegroes in the professions; three thousand nine hundred fifty in
the postal service; twenty-two thousand four hundred forty in
other government positions; and over three hundred thousand in
the mechanical trades."^
In conclusion, some significant changes among the Ilegroes
during the past fifty years are; (1) the race, then largely un-
skilled, has developed more than a ir.illion semi-skilled and
skilled workers, business and professional men and women; (2)
the standard of the unskilled worker himself in large sections of
the country has been raised; (3) great numbers of the unskilled
workers have adapted themselves to a system of wages, as against
1. Work, M, K., The Uegroes' Economic Progress, a sumnjary of
census reports' in The Literary Digest, v. 46, pp. 2115-6.
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the system of slavery; (4) the average of intelligence of unskill
ed labor has been greatly increased; (5) unskilled labor has be-
come ir.ore reliable; (6) IJegro labor has survived the competition
of the iionigrant; (7) the unskilled Negro laborer has migrated
in great numbers chiefly to the large cities; (6) unskilled
labor, has to a large extent been the foundation on which I^egro
business, Kegro Churches, Negro secret societies, and other
1
Negro organizations have been built up.
1. Wright, H. R.
,
Jr., The Negro in Unskilled Labor, Annals
of the American Academy of Political and boeial science, v. 49,
p. 21.
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